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Passing the Torch: Introducing CCSGA President-elect Dorsa Djalilzadeh
By ELLEN WEN
After last block’s CCSGA election, students voted for junior
Dorsa Djalilzadeh to be CC’s
CCSGA President for the 201718 academic year, following the
graduation of current president
Annika Kastetter. Kastetter is
Colorado College’s first female
student body president in seven
years, and Djalilzadeh will be
the first queer woman of color to
ever hold the position.
During her three years at CC,
Djalilzadeh has been involved
with the CC Democrats, the
Student Association for Sexual
Safety, the Democratic Dialogue
project, and has served as the
Co-chair of FemCo. Outside of
student organizations, she remains an active member of the
CC and Colorado Springs community, participating in the
Women’s march, the Planned
Parenthood Protest, Butler Center events, Glass House events,
and spearheading conversations
at CC about the Trump administration’s Muslim ban.
Djalizadeh’s experience working with marginalized groups
has given her a unique perspective into student life. “I have
been uniquely prepared to speak
on behalf of those marginalized
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Discussions on Race

CC’s Relationship With the Military:
Part Three of a Three-Part Series
By ETHAN GREENBERG
On Thursday, April 20, four
scholars with either current or
past connections to the United
States military gathered at Colorado College to discuss race
in the context of civil-military
relations. The event, titled Beyond Black and Blue: The Future of Civil Military Relations,
featured Colonel Ty Seidule
from the U.S. Military Academy,
Captain and Instructor Keidrick
Roy and Professor Gregory Laski
from the U.S. Air Force Academy, and Professor Michael Sawyer from CC.
The event, primarily organized by Roy, is part of a wider
initiative through the Andrew
W. Mellon Foundation. CC, the
Air Force Academy, and the Military Academy at West Point are
among many ‘Mellon Institutions’ that the Mellon Foundation encourages cross-campus
interaction between.
Roy began the event with a
sober reflection of current race
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relations. “In the wake of recent
violence that has erupted between uniformed police authorities and citizens of color in the
United States, formally recessed
racial tensions have resurfaced
into significant obstacles for
collective progress,” said Roy.
“We meet here to explore and
discuss the innovative ways
professors and students grapple
with race at colleges that produce civilian leaders and military officers… as they develop
their own definition of duty.”
The choice of title, Roy assured the audience, did not assume that a beyond exists, either currently or in the future.
The “beyond” is “not a place
that completely disavows the reality of race or the necessity of
the military but one in which we
can imagine difference without
domination,” said Roy.
Within the “binary of black
and blue, there is ample ideological groundwork” to establish ‘blue’ as a representation
of the military, said Sawyer conContinued on pg. 6
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spaces without taking up space
that doesn’t belong to me,” said
Djalizadeh. In the aftermath of
the 2016 presidential election,
many have felt a considerable
amount of tension in the United
States and at Colorado College.
However, even during times of
perceived division and alienation, Djalilzadeh sees the circumstances as a call to action.
“The thing that really catalyzed
my motivation was Trump’s
Muslim ban” she said.
Djalilzadeh’s campaign is focused on community, inclusion,
and finding an avenue in which
marginalized groups and individuals can come forward and
contribute to the broader campus community. “Accessibility
is interesting on this campus,”
noted Djalizadeh. In order to
make CCSGA more accessible,
Djalizadeh plans on utilizing
one hour once or twice a week
to talk to people over coffee or
meals in order to build personal
bonds and relationships. Djalilzadeh’s leadership in FemCo has
engrained in her the importance
of personal relationships. “It’s
made my personal and emotional leadership skills finely tuned.
Knowing how to listen is super
important, and the emotional input from your peers really really
Continued on pg. 6

Revotes and Technical Glitches Spark
Confusion Around CCSGA Election
By EVVA PARSONS
Colorado College students
voted in high numbers in an
election plagued by I.T. glitches,
vague constitutional bylaws, and
overall confusion. The CC student body first voted on Friday,
April 14 to elect the next executive members of the CC Student

Government Association. After a
technical glitch that prevented
students studying abroad from
voting was identified around
2:30 p.m. that Friday, the polls
closed and a revote was scheduled for Monday, April 17. On
Monday, the online survey used
to vote malfunctioned, so a new
survey was sent out at 11:15 a.m.
Students then received emails
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clarifying that they must vote on
the ballot sent at 11:15 a.m. and
that the timeframe for voting
was extended to 10:15 p.m. to allow the constitutionally required
window of time. As a result of
that election, a run-off election
with the two leading candidates
for president was held on Tuesday, April 18 after none of the
presidential candidates received
a majority vote on Monday.
The complications of four different ballots did not go unnoticed. “People kept coming up to
me and being like ‘I voted for you
three times! Is that okay?’” said
President-Elect Dorsa Djalilzadeh. “Honestly, just vote on as
many platforms as you can,” became her response.
Despite the complications,
voter turnout proved the lasting commitment students had
to electing the next Executive
Council. 942 students, which is
44.5 percent of the student body,
voted on Friday. 867 students
voted in the revote on Monday,
accounting for 40.9 percent of
Continued on pg. 4
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SASS Offers Sexually Safe Party Training
By NOELLE EDWARDS
This past Wednesday, the Student As- if someone chooses to intervene in a posociation for Sexual Safety partnered with tentially dangerous situation, the quesGreek life, student athletes, and students tion then becomes what are the resources
that live off-campus to discuss how to available to help prevent cases of sexual
assault.
make off-campus parties sexually safer.
SASS suggests that seeking a sober host’s
The training, which also occurred this
past fall, took place in McHugh Commons help can always be a good choice, as well as
where a relaxed and informal discussion looking to friends who are more comfortwas held to discuss problems and solu- able intervening in a situation. Kappa Sigtions regarding sexual safety at off-campus ma member and senior Clay Edwards said,
parties. The four members of SASS pres- “We’ve got roles, so like people running
ent were first-years Julia Russell, Isabella door and then also like keeping brothers
McShea, and Zoe Lilak, who serve on the in places at all times. There’s one person
Education Committee of SASS, and junior designated to walk through the house and
SASS Co-chair Emma Martin. These mod- just monitor everybody’s behavior.”
The “Three D’s” were also discussed
erators created a comfortable and casual
space to discuss how to host successful amongst students and moderators: Direct,
Delegate, and Distract.
parties as a homeowner
These are three useful
and how to intervene
approaches to a situation
even if you are simply a
where a person is unpartygoer.
The “Three D’s”
comfortable and needs
“It’s sort of hard with
were also discussed
external assistance to
sexual assault because
a lot of it does go unamongst students and leave the situation. First,
the person assisting
reported and a lot of it
moderators: Direct,
should be direct by adis hard to see warning
dressing the situation.
signs of,” Russell said.
Delegate, and
Second, delegate and
“Also, a lot of people
Distract.
ask for help from somewho might own the
one who might have a
houses or live there or
better idea of what to do.
whatever, they might not
Finally, distract and try
be the ones committing
the violence so they might think ‘Oh this to change the direction of the situation or
is perfectly safe and everybody’s having a derail the problematic behavior.
Overall, the event seemed to be a posigood time’ but it’s all about thinking who
is coming to your party and what the inter- tive step in a series of many toward making
off-campus parties sexually safer. Firstactions between those people look like.”
Demographics represented at the dis- year Zoe Lilak said, “Even just being a parcussion included the men’s soccer team, ticipant that goes to [parties], it seems like
Kappa Alpha Theta sorority members, and things are better. If they are getting out of
Kappa Sigma fraternity members. The dis- hand it seems like the situations are dealt
cussion between students and the SASS with, and hopefully this is something that’s
moderators focused on why it is difficult contributed to helping with that.” Addifor people to intervene at parties, touch- tionally, at the event during first semester,
ing on something called the “bystander attendees received “party packages” that
effect.” This tends to happen when some- included posters stating “Consent is BAE:
one sees a problematic situation develop- before anything ever,” sober host buttons,
ing but assumes someone else will step in and party guidelines listed to the right.
and resolve the situation. However, even

SASS lecture on Sexually Safe Parties. Photo by Nathan Makela

Guidelines to a Sexually
Safe Party
• Is there breathing room at the
party?
• How are people coming in, how
are people leaving?
• Be mindful of music that may be
perpetuating rape culture.
• Make sure you know what is in
the alcohol you’re serving; what
are the ingredients?
• Check-in with others on the
dance floor.
• Create signs that indicate homeowner contact information.
• Call Campus Safety if things get
out of hand.
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Fesshaie, Fillion, & Greenberg: Meet CCSGA’s Newest Vice Presidents
By EMILY KRESSLEY

New student representatives Fesshaie, Fillion, and Greenberg. Photos courtesy of Sam Fesshaie, Catalyst archives, and Phillip Engh

The Colorado College Student Govern- cessful events. Fillion wants to make sure
ment Association election resulted in students and groups are reflecting after
Ethan Greenberg elected as Vice Presi- these events to offer feedback and imdent of Student Life, Sam Fesshaie as Vice provement for the future.
Her interest was sparked last year when
President of Inclusion, and Ariel Fillion
reelected as Vice President of Finance. several friends of hers came back from
CCSGA is an important organization that meetings with the Finance Committee
serves as a mediator between the adminis- and said they were uncomfortable asktration and student body as well as serves ing for money for their organizations or
to represent the values and ideals of the events. This seemed ridiculous as the
community. The newest elects are excited money is not actually CCSGA’s, but rather
to continue current projects and further the student body’s. CCSGA is merely in
charge of how the money is distributed.
work on new and exciting initiatives.
“I wanted to change
Ariel Fillion is a
the climate of the Fisophomore education
nance
Committee
major, race, ethnicity,
to be a comfortable
and migration studies
The newest elects are
atmosphere—beminor, and is involved
in a variety of other
excited to continue cur- ing very transparent
with financial decicommitments across
rent projects and further sions,” said Fillion.
campus. Fillion is a
“We pride ourselves
Resident Advisor in
work on new and exciton this and where
Mathias and will coning initiatives.
student’s money’s gotinue the position next
ing.”
year as an R.A. in the
Familiar with the
East Campus apartstructure of CCSGA
ments. Fillion is also
an incoming co-chair of the group Create, and the ongoing projects, Fillion is ready
which mentors middle school girls with to continue her duties. She wants to make
arts and crafts and offers them a place to sure the Finance Committee is more than
talk about issues like self-image or fam- a funding body, but also a collaborative
ily struggles. Fillion works at the Adam F. entity ready to aid student issues. Fillion
Press Fitness Center, is a member of CC’s is very excited to see the potential of the
Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority, and is in- executive body as a whole.
First-year Ethan Greenberg, the Vice
vested in spiritual life on campus as well.
When not working, Fillion likes to vol- President of Student Life, is newer to
unteer at schools and hang out and play the scene but just as excited. Greenberg
became interested in the position after
board games with friends.
This is Fillion’s second year as Vice Pres- serving as First-year Representative for
ident of Finance, and she hopes the sec- CCSGA. Greenberg thoroughly enjoyed
ond year will be even better than the first. being part of the organization and, being
Because of her familiarity with the role already familiar with the projects and iniand its obligations, Fillion feels as though tiatives, decided to run for the vice presishe will be able to accomplish more with dent position. Aside from CCSGA, Green“less of a learning curve.” She will be able berg is a Catalyst news writer and a part
to jump right into the position instead of of the CC Prison Project and the Justice
spending valuable time learning the ropes. Corps.
Greenberg described the Student Life
As far as finance goes, this is crucial because Fillion has advance knowledge of Committee as “the most nebulous.” The
the big events coming up and how expen- primary role is chartership of student
sive they can be as well as the amount of groups and their bylaws. In a more genplanning that goes into them. Fillion also eral sense, the committee addresses all
recognizes the importance of meeting student concerns. Some of their projects
with co-chairs of student organizations are creating an online reporting platform
around campus in order to be as transpar- for sexual assault survivors, getting rid of
ent as possible. Solid collaboration ahead disposables in the dining halls, ensuring
of time when seeking funding has proven the college maintains its promises regardto be the most efficient way to put on suc- ing the Global Scholars Program, and suc-
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cessfully integrating and giving power to
the newly formed Inclusion Committee.
“It’s the pilot year [of the committee] and
it’s up to CCSGA to make sure it’s truly successful,” said Greenberg. While not available for an interview, Fesshaie was elected
vice president of the new committee.
Greenberg also stressed that CCSGA
serves as a liaison between the students
and administration; while the organization

B-Side Collective Announces New
Practice Space for Student Musicians
open to everyone. “We’re not trying to put
any gender, sexuality, or race on it,” BergBy TUCKER SMITH
sund explained. “It’ll be a place where
people can convene from all identities.”
Last Wednesday, the B-Side Collective
The B-Side Collective’s new space for
held an open meeting to discuss their ex- next year will be student led with resourcciting plans for the new B-Side Collective es for all artists. In addition to individual
practice space, due to open this fall.
and group practice rooms, a gallery of
The B-Side Collective was formed last rotating student work is also being develyear to offer an inclusive community for oped. “We have Sacred Grounds, but othfemale, gender non-conforming, and/or er than that there’s not really a space for
queer/LGBTQIA+ artists at CC. The col- performances,” said Bergsund. “It’s not
lective has been very involved with the going to be a large space but there’s going
SOCC and is working to be established as to be lots of room for collaboration.”
a club of its own for next year. “Eboni [StaThe space will be on Yampa, next to
tham] had the original idea of a collective the old KRCC location. The Collective
for underrepresented musicians, with the brought in architects to renovate the
idea of a ‘collective’
space, revamping the
as very intentional,”
two-story
building
said B-Side Collecfor next year’s use.
‘It’s for people who
tive member Kyra
“We’ll be able to do a
Bergsund.
lot more in the form
aren’t in the mainAlthough only forof programming and
stream music scene and education,” explained
mally formed a year
ago, the idea for the
Bergsund on the opare having a hard time
B-Side Collective has
portunities the space
finding a place to meet
been in the works
will offer next year.
for a while. “In a way
“We’re planning a
people and progress.
we’re responding to
workshop series and
a void in the music
skill shares; lots of
scene,” said Bergthings that wouldn’t
sund. “It’s for people who aren’t in the necessarily be available to people unless
mainstream music scene and are having a you took a music class.”
hard time finding a place to meet people
The B-Side Collective’s new space of
and progress.”
performance and collaboration will open
Even considering the bands that have, this fall and, in addition, they will again be
performed at Llama the past decade; the hosting another B-Side Collective festival
majority of the bands have been male late first block or early second. The Colheavy groups. Although the Collective lective is looking forward to another year
wants to be clear that it is for people of all of progressing the performance scene for
identities and their new space next year is artists and people of all identities.
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cannot control things such as allotting financial aid or ensuring carbon neutrality,
they can continuously push the administration towards those goals. In addition,
the Student Life Committee is working especially hard to change CC culture from
the current perception of needing money
to have fun by doing things such as providing more on-campus Block Break opportunities.
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Colorado House Bill Grants Immunity for Emergency Rescue Break-Ins
By MARY MURPHY
A bill introduced this session in Colorado just changed the law regarding what
a citizen can do if they see a child or pet
locked in a car. House Bill 1179, “Immunity For Emergency Rescue From Locked
Vehicle,” passed on April 14. The bill provides immunity from civil and criminal liability for a person who “forcibly enters a
locked vehicle for the purpose of rendering assistance to an at-risk person or animal.” When the bill was originally introduced in the fall, skeptics questioned why
granting immunity was necessary. The
legislators who drafted the bill decided
to write specific steps that need to be followed in order for a person to be granted
immunity from criminal charges. Now,
the bill has bipartisan support in both the
House and Senate.
The steps in the bill go as follows: “To
receive immunity, the person must: ensure the vehicle is not a law enforcement
vehicle; have a reasonable belief that the
person or animal is in imminent danger
of death or suffering serious bodily injury;
verify the vehicle is locked; make a reasonable effort to locate the owner or operator
of the vehicle; contact a law enforcement
or other first responder agency prior to
forcibly entering the vehicle and not interfere with the actions of any such responding law enforcement agency; and use no
more force than reasonably necessary to
enter the locked vehicle.”
While this bill covers all “at-risk persons”—physically or mentally disabled
persons, the elderly, or small children—it
also covers dogs and cats. The decision to
include pets in this bill was primarily because of the large number of incidents that
occur during hot summers each year. People are more inclined to leave their pets in
the car because the danger of doing so has
not been advertised to the public.
Last year, the Colorado Springs Gazette
published an article citing that “there
were 555 reported incidents of dogs left
in hot vehicles” in the Pikes Peak region
within the past year. The Denver Post
reported that in “Douglas, El Paso, and
Pueblo Counties, animal control responded to over 720 calls” of pets left in hot cars.
While this problem isn’t necessarily getting worse, it continues to be dangerous—
for children and pets—as many people are
unaware of the consequences of locked
cars.
Aubyn Royall, Colorado state director for
the Humane Society of the United States,
wrote the legislation for this bill. Although
Royall is an employee of the Humane Society, she works closely with members of
Congress writing legislation specific to

animal rights issues. In a phone interview,
Royall explained why she decided this was
an important issue that deserved legislation: “The reason why I thought Colorado
would be good for this bill is because we
have a tough time getting things passed
with the current makeup of the Senate.
Animal issues should be non-partisan, but
unfortunately they are not... We wanted to
sign a bill that everyone could be excited
about.” She then explained how the idea
was actually put into action: “Usually,
when we are drafting legislation I have to
go looking for sponsors for a bill. But Representative [Lori] Saine approached me.”
The fact that this bill not only had bipartisan support, but also had multiple sponsors in the House and the Senate, pointed
to success. Representative Saine was the
primary sponsor for this bill, along with
sponsors Representative Joann Ginal,
Senator Lois Court, and Senator Vicky
Marble. Rarely are bills like this so successful and so supported by legislators.
“This bill passed on the first try,” said Royall. “It passed in the same session we introduced it. That’s huge. A lot of times bills
have to be introduced more than once.”
So what sparked the controversy? Royall credits the bill for starting the discussion on the dangers of hot cars, even in
non-summer months. She testified to the
threshold that animals can withstand in
hot cars, explaining, “With animals we
know that even on a 70-degree day, in a
car with the windows rolled up, you can
get to over 100 degrees in less than 20
minutes. The general rule of thumb is 10
to 15 degrees every 10 minutes in direct
sunlight. There have been cases where a
dog has died in a car when it’s 60 degrees.”
But it’s not just animals that are prone to
overheating; Infants and children are also
at a higher-risk if left in a car.
According to the National Security
Council, since 1998 the average deaths per
year of children left in hot cars totaled 37.
The official term for this is vehicular heat
stroke. According to a recent study conducted by neuroscientist David Diamond,
three times as many children have died
this year [2016] than in past years. In his
latest research article, Diamond attributes
this to a failure between “habit memory”
and “prospective memory.” Prospective
memory is the planning of a future action,
such as taking a child to daycare in the
morning instead of the afternoon. Habit
memory is a repetitive action performed
automatically, such as driving to work.
Diamond explains that, “a suppression of
prospective memory caused by the dominance of habit memory… is almost a daily

occurrence. Sadly, this causes [parents]
to lose awareness of the presence of their
child in the car.” Obviously, this isn’t good.
But what’s worse is that a large percentage
of the public population is unaware of the
severity of leaving a child in a car.
The American Association for Pediatrics
conducted a study proving that “modern
ambient temperatures” could still cause
heat stress in infants or children left in enclosed vehicles. In addition, the study evaluated the effect of having windows “cracked
open.” The results of the AAP study were
extensive: “The average mean increase was
3.2 degrees per five minute interval, with
80 percent of the temperature rise occurring during the first 30 minutes. The final
temperature of the vehicle depended on
the starting ambient temperature, but even
at the coolest ambient temperature, internal temperatures reached 117 degrees. On
average, there was a 40 degree increase in
internal temperature for ambient temperatures spanning 72 degrees to 96 degrees.”
Additionally, “leaving the windows
opened slightly does not significantly slow
the heating process or decrease the maximum temperature.” Dr. James Hubbel, a
pediatrician, testified to this data at the introduction of the bill on Feb. 7, explaining
why simple heat can be so harmful: “Because [infants] are so small there is not a
lot of surface area for them to cool off. They
are like little furnaces.”
Arguably, the bill should have been introduced years ago when organizations began
to notice trends in vehicular heat stroke
deaths. “The passing of this bill into law
says, ‘This is such a big deal and this is so
common that we have to have legislation
that under certain circumstances, you can
break into a car if you need to’,” Royall said.
Royall went on to clarify that the sponsors
hope this new legislation will raise public awareness on the issue and discourage people from leaving pets or children
in a locked car in the first place. “People
just don’t fundamentally understand how
quickly a car can heat up in a matter of
minutes. These are not negligent people,
they just don’t understand how dangerous
it is.”
Bill sponsor Representative Joann Ginal said in an email, “This is kind of a new
trend of a bill. People that were passionate
about this issue were people that love their
dogs.” While there was great bipartisan
support of this bill, there was also some opposition from members of the House and
the Senate.
Representative Mike Foote was one of two
House members who opposed the bill after
its reading in session. He explained, “We

already allow for this kind of action under
certain circumstances in our statutes,” he
explained. “It is called the choice of evils
doctrine. I thought the bill was unnecessarily duplicative.” The choice of evils
doctrine under Colorado Revised Statute
18-1-702 states: “The use of physical force,
or conduct which would otherwise constitute an offense is justifiable and not criminal when it is necessary as an emergency
measure to avoid an imminent public or
private injury.” While citizens would probably be protected by this doctrine, it is also
confusing and doesn’t provide specific
guidelines for when to use force and what
constitutes an “emergency measure.”
Representative Yuelin Willett from
House District 54 was the other member
to vote in opposition of the bill. “One of
the steps in the bill is to notify law enforcement,” Willett noted. “I am from
Mesa County, which is a more remote
area, where you are commonly out of cell
service. That would make this step very
hard to do.”
Representative Willett said, “I saw this
bill as kind of a matter of protecting dogooders vs. legalizing vigilantes.” Representative Willett’s assistant pointed out
that both Representative Willett and Foote
were lawyers as well as legislators, and
believe that total immunity should not be
granted anywhere in the law.
In addition to the two votes of opposition in the House, there were two votes of
opposition in the Senate. One opponent,
Senator Jerry Sonnenberg, could not be
reached for comment. The other, Senator
Randy Baumgardner, expressed his concerns over the phone: “You know, it’s really an invasion of privacy. Someone could
go into a store, leave the window cracked,
not be in there for more than three minutes, and someone could bust the window open. There’s also the availability for
stealing; someone could break into the car
and use the animal as excuse to steal.”
The primary sponsor of this bill, Representative Lori Saine from House District
63, couldn’t be reached for comment due
to a budget hearing. However, in an interview in January with Channel 9 News, she
stressed the importance of the bill starting a public education campaign: “Now
education is coming to the surface about
how dangerous [this is] when we do have a
rise in temperature.” Representative Saine
believes that this bill could not only save
lives, but protect the rescuers as well. “It’s
fundamentally wrong to not protect Good
Samaritans who protect others,” she
said.

Revotes and Technical Glitches Spark Confusion Around CCSGA Election
Continued from the front page
the student body. In the presidential
run-off election on Tuesday between
Djalilzadeh and junior Steven Ortega,
852 students voted, which is just over 40
percent of the student body. Election officials were pleasantly surprised by the high
voter turnout. “We lost people on Monday,
but then we still were up above 40 percent,
which was phenomenal,” said Vice President of Internal Affairs and Election Committee Chair Victor Torres. “I was actually
blown away.”
The decision to call a revote for Monday
left CCSGA members questioning constitutional obligations in election issues. The
Election Committee is designed to prevent
unilateral action in election execution, yet
the time restrictions for deciding whether
to hold a revote on Monday or continue
the election on Friday did not allow the
Election Committee to meet. Instead,
Torres, CCSGA President Annika Kastetter, and Senior Associate Dean of Students Rochelle Mason made the decision
to hold a revote. Article V Section 5.03c
of the CCSGA constitution requires that

“The Election Committee must be comprised of members who have not and will
not, in any way, endorse or campaign on
behalf of any candidate.” Kastetter did officially endorse Djalilzadeh, but not until
Tuesday morning, well after the Election
Committee arrived at a decision to hold a
revote.
“We found it unconstitutional for this to
be a student election, and these [abroad]
students not be able to participate in this
election,” said Torres. “We [Torres, Mason,
and Kastetter] decided to make the vote
that we should have another election.”
When asked why CCGSA held a revote
instead of sending ballots only to the students studying abroad, Torres said “What
ended up happening was it came down to
a vote between Rochelle, myself, and Annika. [Sending ballots to students abroad]
originally was my choice. However, what
ended up being said was that it was unconstitutional, and that was completely
fine with me. It was the decision that was
made, and we went forward with it.” According to Torres, it was a decision that
he, Mason, and Kastetter came to by voting among the three of them. However,

Kastetter disagreed, saying that “the official decision was made by Victor and Rochelle.” This contradiction from high-level
CCSGA executives leaves uncertainty surrounding the question of who served what
role in choosing a revote.
Again, CCGSA faced confusion when the
question of whether the election should be
continued Friday or postponed to Monday
arose in the Executive Council group chat,
which election candidates who currently
hold executive positions could see and contribute to. According to Article V, Section
5.03k of the constitution, “Students who
are seeking election may not participate in
the administration of the election process.”
This election bylaw requires that candidates have no role in the administration of
election procedures even if they currently
hold positions in CCSGA. Nonetheless,
some candidates were at least aware of the
situation and had the platform to contribute to the decision-making process. Candidates Ariel Fillion and Steven Ortega, who
currently serve on the executive council,
had an unequal advantage because of their
access to information during the election
process. “When things come up, we try to

talk to exec. about it first,” said Kastetter.
“And to be frank, there hasn’t been a clear
protocol for establishing when things like
this come up. So I think that this was kind
of a first-time experience in figuring out
how we handle this situation.”
Looking to Djalilzadeh’s upcoming administration, current CCSGA members
are working to codify procedures and
protocols to avoid the confusion of the
past election. With yearly turnover in
executive positions and a president new
to CCGSA coming into office for the second year in a row, the need for a rigorous
transition process is clear. In the case of
elections, Torres is working to improve
processes for future Election Committee
Chairs.
“What ends up happening is that students who are studying abroad aren’t
considered enrolled students; they’re
considered affiliates,” Torres said. “This
has been an issue occurring for a long
time. I’m trying to edit the bylaws and
constitution to state in there that students
who study abroad need to be included
in there. Now we can fix a problem that
should have been fixed long ago.”
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has a culture. It likes to reject its culture in
some ways, which makes it hard to find a
strand of humor surrounding satire. That’s
how I’ll sum it up. I think CC’s weakness is
“self-satiring” themselves, and that’s why I
wouldn’t give it an eight or a nine.

TC: In your opinion, what has been the
most influential event in the past year?
TM: I think the most influential event
would be the general trend—and it feels
so trite to say Trump’s election—of populism and these really surprising things
around the world. Between like Brexit and
Trump’s election and a lot of stuff like that,
for a lot of people going into college—especially their second year of college, because that’s when people start going into
teenage/young adult “I know everything”
phase—and this has really been a kick in
the ass for a lot of people. Like shit, I don’t
know everything—including myself—because everyone’s like “none of this is going
to happen,” and it did. Some people are
taking a lot more pragmatic views of the
world—“Trump did what was necessary
to win, that’s what Democrats have to deal
with and we have to lose the idealism,” and
“now is the time to not negotiate or compromise on any values and we can’t lose
idealism,” and all of that. So I think all of
those events have consequences in every
industry or group, of our age especially in
terms of finding our way in the world and
figuring out how to relate to it; and the way
we relate to it from when we were 11 or 12
when Obama got elected, to now has completely changed… basically everything we
learned between then and 2016.
Humor has been part of sophomore Theo
Merrill’s education and world ever since he
enrolled in a performing arts charter school;
however, he didn’t know just what he was
getting himself into. But once he got there, he
stayed there, and now, along with his studies
in political science and journalism, Theo can
be found anywhere on campus making people
laugh. For more of Theo’s stories and musings
on his great-grandfather’s date with Amelia
Earhart, the current state of our country, and
just how funny CC really is, catch him performing in the next sketch comedy show 3rd
Tuesday, or with TWIT on 4th Monday.

Interview by Sam Silverman /
Photo by Daniel SarchÉ

The Catalyst: How did you find your
way into acting, and why have you stayed
there?
Theo Merrill: I wasn’t really into acting, but my best friends from elementary
school were going to a performing arts
charter public school, so I decided these
are the people I know, so I’m going to go
there. I went there and originally wanted
to do tech stuff but I realized I didn’t enjoy that, and I really liked making people
laugh even though I wasn’t very good at it
at first, so it was kind of a slow transition of
“well, I’m here so I have to do something
so I might as well be doing this,” and over
time there was eventually a point where
I was like “oh shit, I’m a theater person
now,” who I never wanted to be, but now
I am! I came to CC kind of wondering if
I’m going to keep going to do theater, but I
kind of missed comedy and stuff and telling people stories and so a friend told me
to audition for a play last semester, and
so I did, and from there I decided to keep
doing theater and keep focusing on that:
comedy in particular.

TC: If you could play any role in any
production, what would it be?
TM: It’s funny because for someone
who likes theater, I don’t know that many
plays… there’s a play called “A Thousand
Clowns,” and that’s one I’ve always really
enjoyed. The main character’s name is

Murray and he’s kind of a dead-beat former children’s show writer. It’s a kind of
funny and wacky but still grounded comedy that I’ve always been kind of interested
in.

TC: Describe your middle school self ’s
ideal first date.
TM: Oh, shit. Middle school Theo was a
disaster. Like I’m talking the braces, the
ponytail, the smudged glasses disaster. So,
I’m not sure how much I want to place myself back in that role, but it probably would
involve videogames. I’d always wanted to
go to the restaurant Medieval Times as a
teenager, so it probably would have involved going to Medieval Times, but I was
a picky eater, so trying to order a grilled
cheese sandwich there. That’s probably
the likeliest one. Not really, but I’ll take it.

TC: For you, what makes someone easy
to improvise with?
TM: It’s probably if they work together.
It’s like a collaborative thing where you
really have to have someone you can trust
and who is willing to put forward their own
ideas but is going to go with the flow, and
just work together. I think that’s something
that I work on, because I have background
in scripted comedy, I am sometimes more,
“I have an idea and I want to use this idea.”
In general I think the best improv-ers are
the ones that come in with ideas that they
can use but are willing to always find their
feet wherever the scene goes and figure
out “what am I doing now, where is this
scene going?”

TC: As a potential journalism minor,
what is the time and place to integrate
humor and reporting?
TM: I think humor connects people to
things; obviously there are stories where
you should not use humor. It’s funny because humor is kind of a selfish thing, and
a lot of times the role of the reporter is to
be the teller and separate themselves, but
in terms of relaying the funny thing that
happened in the situation or finding the
interesting people there and making sure
that their humor comes through is impor-

tant because it connects people to things,
and I think humor and stories help people
feel place and connection. If you have a
story about something that’s happened to
someone and you show their good humor
and they can joke about themselves and
tell jokes, I think people like them more
and feel more connected. So really just
developing that situation, that place, that
event can be a really valuable tool.

TC: What are the biggest challenges
that come with doing both improv and
sketch comedy?
TM: In sketch comedy there’s very much
this—I mean these are just the basic differences—in sketch and improve—but you
know what’s going to happen and knowing where you and your partner are both
building towards. In a great improv scene,
you both figure that out and figure out
you’re building towards this climax, but
sometimes you might be going in completely different directions and not really figure that out ‘til later on. Whereas
sketch—in good sketch—you’ve written it
together, you’ve rehearsed it together and
you understand where it’s going and how
things work together—just in terms of rehearsals, you get that down with people in
specific scenes.
I think that sketch is easier to make funny because you have the opportunity to
rehearse and revise and all that, but in improv you can get bigger laughs because of
the excitement and so forth.

TC: On a scale from 1-10, how funny is
CC’s campus?
TM: I think I’d say like a seven. I think
CC is a funny campus and has some really
funny people on it. There’s this funny thing
in the outdoor community where there are
a lot of people who love humor, and some
of them just aren’t great at it all the time.
Like I think there are a lot of really funny
people in the outdoor community and
outside of it, but I think there is kind of this
thing though, like make fun of everything,
but make fun of my last skiing trip and it’s
someone else besides me, it’s like “woah,
back off dude.” I think part of it is that CC
likes to remove itself from popular culture
in a way—and culture in general—which

TC: Invite 3 people to your pizza party.
TM: Amelia Earhart, because a., she
seems like a baller, and b., my greatgrandfather dated her for a summer, and
I think that would be a crazy conversation, just like “what was Granddad Ken
like, Amelia, or Ms. Earhart, or whatever.”
You know, hear what happened to her, like
where she crashed—or did she crash?—or
what happened? Is she off hanging with
Elvis? Or I could also be like “How was
Granddad Ken, was he a fuckboy? Was he
a good guy?” To balance that out, someone with a lot of stories would be nice…
There was a guy I met through a friend of a
friend’s grandmother in Wyoming a while
ago named Jack Davis, who was this mule
man who had these insane stories like he
would steal something every time he drove
through Salt Lake City because someone
once stole something from him there because he wanted to get back at them, and
so he died later because he was super old,
but I think he’d be good. I’d want to hear
more stuff from him. Ok, third person, I’m,
going to go with like some random person,
like pick someone off the street in Rome
or something. Just would be fun to have
a pizza party with some random Roman
person. Just see how they act, how they
socialize, all that.
Do they speak English?
I would hope so. Some random citizen
from Rome…that would be wild.

TC: What do you want to be when you
grow up?
TM: Ideally, I’d like to work in some kind
of communications thing for politicians.
I think a lot of really good ideas get kind
of muddled down because people have a
hard time communicating them. We saw
that with the first stages of Obamacare,
you see that with a lot of climate change
stuff, and I think that I could do a good
job—or I hope I could do a good job—of
communicating those issues to people:
helping people see why they matter and
why they’re important. So ideally I would
be doing that in Washington for campaigns or politicians until I get burnt out
on Washington and go back home and run
a bar or something, kind of low-key fun.
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CCSGA President-elect Dorsa Djalilzadeh Shares Her Vision for CC
Continued from the front page
matters,” said Djalilzadeh.
As the first queer woman of color to become CCSGA President, Djalilzadeh is
excited for the opportunities the position
will bring. “It feels really freaking cool…
Seeing me will encourage more people
who are marginalized to take up leadership positions…it is important because
we are predominantly white at CC and
it shows that everyone can be equal and
everyone deserves a chance,” said Djalilzadeh. The experience was not only a significant moment for Djalizadeh, but also
for her family who are of Iranian descent.
“I called my mom and we both started crying,” said Djalilzadeh.
And while Djalilzadeh is focusing on her
future at CC as CCSGA President-elect,
Kastetter is reflecting on her tenure as
current CCSGA President. “Overall I think
that we implemented a lot of new initiatives this year that were incredibly successful…with every leadership position
there are ups and downs and you make
mistakes, but its been such a healthy excersize learning how to cope with those
mistakes…and having realistic expectations of what you can accomplish,” said
Kastetter. One of the prominent criticisms
of CCSGA is that it can be insular. Howev-

er, Kastetter believes that CCSGA has taken a step in the right direction by conducting outreach events to encourage students
to contribute to CCSGA and other student
groups.
Kastetter’s experience as president has
given her an in-depth perspective of what
it’s like to be a woman in a leadership position. “The thing that I was told by a lot
of female mentors in leadership positions
that I respect dearly is that when those
barriers are so blindingly obvious, that the
best way to handle it is to not acknowledge it in the moment” she commented.
“Instead, own your femininity in that moment and own the fact that yes you are a
female and yes you are in a leadership position, you are capable and if people aren’t
responding then that’s on them… because
a lot of people can’t handle it.” Kastetter
acknowledges that gender was one of the
more challenging dynamics of leadership
that she had to navigate. “I didn’t realize
how much gender barriers really existed
until I was in this position” she said. However, Kastetter is incredibly thankful for
the experience because she believes it has
prepared her for future leadership roles
and she hopes that her experiences will
encourage other women to pursue leadership positions at CC. “I am really proud
that Dorsa did run because it is so important to me that the only way to change the

culture and these perceptions is if more pretty stressful, but it’s great being surwomen become more involved and more rounded by powerful women,” she said
after meeting with President Tiefenthaler
women run,” she concluded.
Djalilzadeh acknowledges that being who was wearing “hot pink pants.”
Kastetter hopes that Djalilzadeh will
president will be a huge responsibility, but
she knows that she and Kastetter were in continue to maintain her identities and
it for the right reasons. “I think we took connections outside of CCSGA. “I think
on this position because we truly and pas- the only way the culture of CCSGA will
sionately care about the students,” she become less insular and isolated is if we
have leaders in positions that are willing
said.
to bridge those gaps to
Kastetter, reflecting
make those connecon her time here, spoke
tions between different
of her love for CC, pri‘Seeing me will enstudent groups, differmarily because of the
ent students, and difstudents and faculty.
courage more people
ferent demographics on
“I have met the most
who are marginalized campus…the position
brilliant, engaging, and
compassionate people
to take up leadership doesn’t define you” she
explained. Kastetter is
that I have ever met in
positions. . .’
proud of her ability to
my entire life and that
forge strong bonds with
I will ever meet,” she
students and groups that
said. Djalilzadeh deCCSGA had not been
scribes her experience
at Colorado College as abundant with close with in the past. She is also happy
academic and intellectual experiences,” I that she was involved with groups outwill leave class and my entire reality will side of CCSGA such as Women in Combe altered, my mind will be blown,” said edy, club soccer, and intramural soccer
Djalilzadeh. “I am so happy of the path I which have helped her build meaningful
have taken at CC as well as the maturation relationships and develop her leadership
style. “My legacy is not being a robot, you
of intellect with students.”
Even though it has only been about two gotta be a human,” said Kastetter. “I’m reweeks since Djalilzadeh was elected, the ally proud of being a human being.”
transition process has already begun. “It’s

Discussions on Race

CC’s Relationship With the Military: Part Three of a Three-Part Series
Continued from the front page

hood where “[he thought] Robert E. Lee
was an 11. Jesus came in at about five.” In
a youth split between Virginia and Geor-tinuing Roy’s talk regarding the event gia, Seidule attended schools and traveled
title. “The matter of black relating itself in streets named after Lee. He even received
my reading of civil society is more tenu- an undergraduate degree from Washingous.” It centers on “whether the black ton and Lee University.
During his time in college, Seidule fibody, ideologically represented as the
radical other in this formulation, can find nally took a class that attributed the cause
itself productively part of the normative of the Civil War to slavery and he pursued
this issue into graduate school. Still, the
structures of civil order.”
The thinking and theory of W.E.B. Du- myth followed him, in a way.
When Seidule arrived at West Point 13
Bois dominated Sawyer’s talk, especially
years
ago, he lived on Lee Road, walked
DuBois’ “The Talented Tenth.” Sawyer
past
Lee
barracks, and saw statues of Lee.
focused on the trifecta of twoness, dou“Why
is
Lee
so prominent at West Point?”
ble consciousness, and second sight. He
quoted DuBois: “the Negro is… born with Seidule asked himself. “Lee committed
a veil, and gifted with second-sight in this treason… he had renounced his oath to
American world, a world which yields him the nation, fought to create a slave repubno true self-consciousness, but only lets lic, fought to destroy the U.S. … and killed
him see himself through the revelation of more U.S. Army soldiers than Rommel.”
Seidule found that immediately followthe other world. It is a peculiar sensation,
ing
the Civil War, Lee and other Confedthis double-consciousness, this sense of
erates
were treated as traitors. “West Point
always looking at one’s self through the
eyes of others, of measuring one’s soul by banned Confederate graduates from its
the tape of a world that looks on in amused memory for 40 years,” said Seidule. “No
Confederates in the cemetery, none in our
contempt and pity.”
Sawyer also touched upon social con- memorial hall, Confederates were traitract theory within the conversation on tors.”
The transformation occurred about 90
civil society. Analyzing
years later. “Most of the
Rousseau in particular,
memorials at West Point
Sawyer said that there is
came during the Civil
a dynamic of “inclusion
Rights Era, from 1950
‘Who do our stuby dis-inclusion with reto 1970,” said Seidule.
spect to social contract
dents imagine they
“Confederate memoritheory.”
alization at West Point
are preparing to
While Sawyer adwas a reaction to intedressed the theoretical
serve, and why?’
gration.” It is this reacunderpinnings of the
tionary memorialization
title and topic, Colonel
that especially angers
Seidule concentrated on
Seidule.
application. Seidule, a
The
final
speaker
of the night was Air
professor and Head of the Department of
Force
Academy
Professor
Gregory Laski.
History at the United States Military Academy at West Point, has spent over 30 years He focused on conceptions of America as
in military. However, Seidule told of an it relates to an Air Force cadet’s concepupbringing dominated by what he called tions of their service. “In preparing offi“the lost-cause myth of the Confederacy.” cers, we are also presuming and presentThis myth “holds that the Civil War was ing a vision of the nation and its citizens,”
fought for state’s rights, not slavery,” said Laski said. “Who do our students imagine
Seidule. “The lost-cause myth was and is they are preparing to serve, and why?”
Laski primarily addressed the danger of
the… rational for white supremacy maintained by violent terror. The lost-cause the assumption that white America stands
for America. “We owe it to our students to
myth was a lie, a very effective lie.”
It was a lie that transcended his early life. trouble the conflation between America
“I was born under a lie,” said Seidule. “I and white,” said Laski. “Doing so requires
grew up with the lie.” He detailed a child- us first of all to heed whiteness itself as
a racial designation. Race comes up im-

Captain Keidrick Roy. Photo courtesy of keidrickroy.com

mediately when we talk about blackness
but it rarely comes up when we talk about
whiteness, and we are almost always in
some way talking about whiteness but not
marking it as such so it has the privilege of
neutral.”
The question and answer session following the talks included questions on memorialization as well as the best approaches
to conversations on race.
Seidule noted the complicated nature of
memorialization. Even as he and others
work to rename Lee Barracks at West Point,
the Army has “ten posts in the American
South named after Confederates,” he said.
“Fort Gordon was named after a guy who
never served in the U.S. Army, who after
the Civil War started the KKK in Georgia
and became the Grand Dragon the of KKK.
Benning [of Fort Benning] never served in

the U.S. Army, and was the guy who said
we [the Confederates] are fighting this
war for the continuation of African slavery.”
An Air Force Academy faculty member
in attendance noted that the Air Force
Academy is in the process of changing its
approach to conversations on race and
gender. In the past, Air Force Academy juniors were enrolled in a class focused on
white supremacy and micro-aggressions
which resulted in substantial pushback.
Moving forward, the Air Force Academy
hopes to engage first-years in a discussion
on identity so that in later years there is
less protest and pushback. These practices, from the Beyond Black and Blue event
itself to the new class structure, focus on
conversation as a tool for progress.
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CC Track and Field in Full Stride
Heading Into Conference Championships
By COBY DODELSON
The Colorado College men’s and
women’s track and field teams had
their final meet of the regular season
on Saturday at the Nature’s
Bakery
Invitational in Golden, Colo. CC needed
solid performances across the board
in order to boost team confidence
heading into the Southern Collegiate
Athletic Conference Championships next
weekend. With many personal records
and season bests from players on both
teams, CC looked ready for playoff action.
The women’s team put together a wellrounded performance that included top10 finishes from 12 Tigers. Perhaps the
most notable showing was junior Asmeda
Spalding-Aguirre’s second-place finish in
the 400-meter hurdles, the highest place
that any Tiger finished on Saturday. Even
though this result was a great personal
accomplishment for Spalding-Aguirre,
she unselfishly praised her teammates.
“We had lots of outstanding performances
with several personal records and season
bests, which helped move athletes up

higher in the rankings,” she said following
Saturday’s meet.
Sophomore Jules Stanley was one
Tiger who jumped up in the rankings
following Saturday’s meet. Stanley posted
her personal best score in the javelin as
she launched a throw 107’ 4.75”. Fellow
sophomore Amanda Martin followed
suit by posting her personal best javelin
score of 89’ 6.75”. These promising results
indicate a great swing in momentum
for the Tigers just in time for the most
important stretch of the season.
Even though Saturday’s meet gave the
women’s team a much-needed surge of
confidence, the squad remains focused
and wants to improve as much as
possible before the meet next weekend
in the hope of bringing home some gold.
Spalding-Aguirre said that the team “has
to focus on speed training and staying
healthy” to prepare for the conference
championships.
The inspiring performance by the
women’s team was echoed by that of the

men’s team. The Tigers had top 10 finishes
in various events throughout the day, but
their jump squad stole the show. Leading
the way was sophomore Henry Baldwin,
who finished in second place in the high
jump with a leap of 6’ 6.75”. First-year Ben
Hall recorded his personal best score and
finished in fifth place in the high jump
with a height of 6’ 1.5”.
Just as the women’s squad emerged
from Saturday’s meet in high spirits, the
men’s side is also heading to the SCAC
Championships beaming with confidence.
“We’re coming into conference with some
real momentum,” Baldwin said regarding
the state of his team after the meet. “The
jumps squad in particular had a great
meet. Between John [Hatch] and myself, I
don’t think it’s unreasonable to think we
can sweep first place in all three jumps at
conference. And with good performance
from Ben [Hall] and Trevor [Hightower]
we can definitely put up 40 points in the
jumps alone.”
Heading into the meet on Saturday,

Head Coach Ted Castaneda hopes that
this experience will both sharpen his
teams and be a momentum builder for
conference. The spectacular performances
by both teams on Saturday met and
surpassed
Castaneda’s
expectations.
As a result, Castaneda feels his team is
ready for the challenges ahead. “We are
now primed and ready to go after it at
the SCAC championships,” he said. This
excitement for next weekend is growing
among the athletes as well, and the teams
are already discussing their keys for
success at conference. “We need to focus
on crushing the opposition,” Baldwin said.
“Taste the blood in the water. Just beat the
guy next to you.”
If Saturday’s meet is any indication,
both CC track and field teams have a real
shot for success when they travel to San
Antonio for the SCAC championships next
weekend. They are heading to the Lone
Star State with some serious swagger, so
don’t be surprised if they come home with
medals to back it up.

Q&A With Womens’ Lacrosse Annie DeFrino: Single-Season
Scoring Record Setter
By SAMANTHA GILBERT
great thing about it is that she can score
goals in the toughest game. It’s a true
talent.” Here are DeFrino’s thoughts on
her history with lacrosse, her feelings on
breaking the record, and some other fun
facts.
Samantha Gilbert: How does it feel to
have broken the single-season scoring
record?
Annie DeFrino: I didn’t even know I
was coming close to the record, so it was
really exciting.

SG: To what do you attribute your
ability to successfully and continuously
score?

Photo Courtesy of CC Athletics
While in Maine playing Colby College
and Bowdoin College over Seventh Block
Break, junior Annie DeFrino scored six
goals, breaking the single-season scoring
record that was previously set at 60 goals
for one season. Now, with 61 goals and
still two more games to go, DeFrino is the
new record holder and has the potential to
set the record even higher.
“Annie is a goal scorer,” Head Coach
Susan Stuart said. “That is her gift. The

AD: Honestly, a big part of it is my
teammates. Most of my goals come off
assists. I literally get the ball right in front
of the net and all I have to do is fake and
score. Stef and Lily are such good assisters,
so really it comes down to our attack
having such a good mojo. They make it
easy for me.

SG: So when did you start playing
lacrosse? When did you know you were
serious about it?
AD: I started playing when I was seven.

It was a huge part of my town: everyone
played lacrosse. In high school, I played
ice hockey competitively as well, but I
could tell that I just loved lacrosse so much
more. Also, my older brother decided to
play lacrosse in college so that got the ball
rolling.

SG: What is your fondest and worst
memory of lacrosse so far in college?
AD: My fondest memory is definitely
making the NCAA tournament last year.
We hadn’t made it in 10 years, so that was
huge. The worst memory was probably
losing in that tournament, or honestly
any tough loss where we know we’re good
enough to compete with the team but just
play flat and don’t do what we are capable
of. After those games we always wish we
could do it over. We have more big games
coming up so hopefully we can use that
frustration to actually win one of the
upsets.

SG: What would you like to see change
in your final year at CC?
AD: I really want to continue having
competitive teams come play us. We finally
have gotten the recognition and respect to
have teams like St. Lawrence come to us.
That’s been huge. I’d rather lose by eight

than win by 20, so I want to continue
playing really competitive schools.

SG: What is your favorite pre-game
snack and post-game meal?
AD: Pre-game snack—donuts, which
is a weakness because I always eat way
too many. And post-game—Chipotle,
definitely. I get a burrito bowl and put
everything in it.

SG: What is something that most people
don’t know about the women’s lacrosse
team?
AD: That’s a good question… Everyone is
extremely, extremely competitive. I don’t
know if people know that or not but every
practice and every game we want to get
better every day and win so badly.

With the womens’ lacrosse team fighting
for a second consecutive playoff selection
heading into the home stretch of the
season, don’t be surprised to see DeFrino’s
goal tally continue to grow. CC women’s
lacrosse hits the road this weekend to
face off against Augustana College and
Concordia University in Rock Island, Ill.

Upcoming Spring Sporting Events
Men’s Tennis
Friday and Saturday, April 28 and 29, SCAC
championship in San Antonio, Texas, all-day

Men’s Track and Field
Friday and Saturday, April 28 and 29 at SCAC Classic in
San Antonio, Texas, all-day

Women’s Tennis
Friday and Saturday, April 28 and 29, SCAC
championship in San Antonio, Texas, all-day

Women’s Track and Field
Friday and Saturday, April 28 and 29 at SCAC Classic in
San Antonio, Texas, all-day

Men’s Lacrosse
Saturday, April 29 at Whittier College, 1 p.m.
Women’s Lacrosse
Saturday, April 29 at Augustana College, 11 a.m.
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CC Drops Two Matches Before Emerging
Over TLU in Regular Season Finale
By EVAN HAMLIN
After dropping their two matches earlier
in the weekend, the Colorado College
men’s tennis team ended their regular
season on a high note on Sunday, posting
a resounding 7-2 victory over Texas
Lutheran University.
The Tigers’ busy weekend started on
Friday with a matchup against the Austin
College Kangaroos. After getting swept in
three doubles matches, CC rallied to split
the six singles matches against Austin.
First-year Noah Forman continued his
strong singles play this season, defeating
sophomore Josh Granberry 6-3, 6-3.
Sophomore Daniel Holland made quick
work of Austin College junior Erik
Meendsen, beating him 6-4, 6-2.
“The trip was alright overall,” said
Holland, “but we could use a lot of work
in doubles going into conference. Singles,
we played great but it’s tough to win when
you start down 3-0 or 2-1 from doubles.”
Following a less-than-ideal performance
against Austin, the Tigers suffered a brutal
beatdown at the hands of the 14th-ranked
Trinity University Tigers. Falling by a score
of 9-0, the Tigers’ doubles play again dug
them into a hole at the beginning of the
day. Senior Jason Gutierrez put up the

most resistance against Trinity first-year
Ricky Mayer, dropping the first set 6-1 but
coming back to battle a close 7-6 decision.
With the stinging taste of defeat still
fresh in their mouths, the Tigers came out
hungry against the TLU Bulldogs. Despite
dropping the No. 1 doubles matchup,
the Tigers were able to take a 2-1 lead
at the conclusion of doubles play. No. 2
doubles partners senior Jack Benham and
first-year Logan Pepperl downed their

Bulldog counterparts 8-6, while first-year
Kevin Barry and Holland trounced their
opponents 8-1 at the No. 3 matchup.
“Everyone did a really good job digging
and really making our opponents work
for each point,” Holland said. “There were
a lot of close matches decided by a few
points and I really think come conference
this hard work for every point will translate
into more wins.”
CC put the leash on the Bulldogs in

singles play as well, nearly sweeping TLU
with the exception of one loss at the No. 2
spot. The Tigers finish the season with a
6-13 overall record. Heading into a firstround matchup with Schreiner University
today, CC will no doubt look to strong
players like Forman to continue to set
the pace in singles play. An improvement
in the doubles game could set CC up
for close competition against the 13-6
Mountaineers.

First-year Kevin Barry eyes the
ball for a backhand against TLU
this past weekend.

Photo Courtesy of CC Athletics

Womens’ Tennis Finishes on a High Note with Win Over TLU
By COLE THOMPSON
The Colorado College women’s tennis
team (8-11, 2-1 SCAC) traveled to Texas
last weekend for the three final matchups
of their regular season. The Tigers went
2-1 against Southern Collegiate Athletic
Conference teams, beating Austin College
5-4 and Texas Lutheran University 9-0,
and losing to Trinity University 0-9.
This weekend’s matches were the first
meetings between CC and other SCAC
teams this season. In last Friday’s match
against Austin College the Tigers swept
all three doubles matches, with first-year
duo Caroline James and Jenna McDonald
rallying from a 7-4 deficit and winning a
tiebreak 7-5.
The singles matches started off strong
for the Tigers who won the first set in five
of the six games. However the Tigers could
not capitalize on their early leads and
went down 2-6, but dominant doubles
play allowed CC to keep the win.

“Our biggest strength on the court right our patience, and trying to hit more high
now is our doubles,” said James. “We have percentage and consistent shots in our
been working on being aggressive at the singles matches,” said James.
The women’s team
net and smart at the
bounced back last
baseline, and we have
Sunday in their final
definitely seen a payoff
match of the regular
in our matches.”
The women’s team
season with a 9-0 win
Saturday
morning
bounced back last
over Texas Lutheran
the Tigers had one of
Sunday in their final
University. CC had
their toughest matches
complete control of
of the season. Trinity
match of the regular
the court from the
University
ranked
season with a 9-0 win
start. For the second
#16 swept all of nine
over Texas Lutheran
time in the weekend,
matches and defeated
the Tigers swept
CC 9-0. In the most
University.
all three doubles
well-fought match of
matches at 8-4, 8-3,
the night, James and
and 8-2. The Tigers
McDonald fell 8-3 to
commanded singles
senior Liza Southwick
and junior Marie Lutz, the 17th-ranked play as well, winning matches 2, 4, 5, and
6 in straight sets.
doubles team in Division III.
The Tigers’ postseason run begins this
“Our weakness right now is keeping

weekend as the team returns to Texas
for the SCAC championships hosted by
Trinity Univeristy. The team is young and
hopeful for the future.
“Our biggest hope for the playoff is to
stay tough and consistent in our matches,
especially in the Texas heat, and to give
our opponents the toughest matches we
can,” said James. “We have worked really
hard this season and we are ready to fight
at conference this week!”
This weekend the Tigers travel back to San
Antonio Texas for the Southern Collegiate
Atheltic
Conference
championships,
hopeful for another win.

Sophomore Madison Doerre (left) and
senior Maddie Cahill-Sanidas (right)
in their doubles match against Texas
Lutheran University.

Photos Courtesy of CC Athletics
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Public Opinion and Politics of Public Land
By HALEY COLGATE
Every year, the Colorado College State
of the Rockies program completes the
Conservation in the West Poll. Exploring
bi-partisan opinions in each state and
for the Rocky Mountain West region,
the poll surveys views on conservation,
the environment, energy, the role of
government, trade-offs with economies,
and citizen priorities. This year, the survey
included polling in the states of Arizona,
Colorado, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico,
Utah, and Wyoming. 2,000 interviews and
400 voters were included in the poll this
year. Given the recent changes to public
land policy throughout the country, the
poll had even more gravity this year.
Congress just changed the valuation
process for public lands to make sales and
transferences easier. However, according
to the Conservation in the West Poll, this
is contrary to what voters want.
The Republican Party platform calls
for the establishment of procedures to
streamline the transfer of public lands
back to the states. In every state polled
except Utah, the majority of voters do
not support transferring national public
lands to state control. Those in opposition
fear that land held by state and local
governments is more likely to be sold to
developers and private entities, especially
when these governments are faced with
the costs of fire mitigation and general
upkeep. The transfer would also decrease

the land available to outdoorsmen. In
an interview, perhaps influenced by
his sportsmen sons, President Donald
Trump declared, “I don’t like the idea
[of transferring lands to state and local
governments] because I want to keep the
lands great, and you don’t know what
the state is going to do.” This statement
directly contradicts the Republican Party’s
stance on public land management.
President Trump also pushed for the
simultaneous use of public land for energy
production and recreation. He did not
provide much detail but mirrored Donald
Trump Jr.’s assertion from a talk in Mesa
County, stating, “We can have grazing,
we can have energy, we can have hunting
and fishing on the same lands.” The public
opinion tends to disagree. According to
the poll, more than two-thirds of voters in
the Rockies support conservation efforts
over energy production. The majority
supported increased access to public
lands for outdoorsmen while opposing
increased drilling and mining by large
margins.
When asked about President Trump’s
budget plan for the Department of the
Interior, which includes a 12 percent
decrease from the previous year, Secretary
of the Interior Ryan Zinke said, “The
President’s budget sends a strong signal
that we will protect and responsibly
manage these vast areas of our country

‘for the benefit and enjoyment of the
people.’” His response directly contradicts
his promise to push back against any cut
higher than 10 percent only weeks earlier.
The Department of the Interior manages
approximately 20 percent of U.S. territory,
and was already experiencing employee
shortages within institutions like the
National Park Service. The new plan calls
for the redirection of money from National
Heritage Areas and other groups towards
the maintenance of national parks but
cuts funding for everyday operations.
Combined with increasing visitation, the
reduced budget could be very detrimental.
How will the budget cuts effect 82 percent
of voters who support the work of the
National Park Service?
Colorado is poised to benefit from the
pushback against legislative changes by
other states. Utah, for example, lost a major
outdoor recreation trade show as outdoor
manufacturers and companies protested
Utah’s attempt to repeal the designation of
Bears Ears National Monument. Colorado
will make a bid to host the trade show,
which has earned Utah $45 million per
year in addition to tens of thousands of
visitors.
Once again capitalizing on Utah’s
tendency to ignore public opinion, both
of Colorado’s senators announced bills
less than a day after Representative Jason
Chaffetz of Utah rescinded a proposal

that would have resulted in the sale of 3.3
million acres of public land in 10 different
western states. The bills address water
rights, wildfire prevention, and the growth
of Colorado’s national parks. They also
approve the addition of land to Florissant
Fossil Beds National Monument by a
private donor. Scott Braden, a wilderness
advocate for Conservation Colorado,
encouraged
Colorado legislators to
campaign against the repeal of the
methane rule, a regulation implemented
by President Barack Obama that requires
limiting methane emissions at oil and
gas drilling sites. Unsatisfied, Braden
claimed the bills passed are insignificant
and ineffective at compensating for the
less conservation-minded public lands
policies they are pursuing.
According to Conservation in the West
Poll, more voters in the Rocky Mountain
region are identifying themselves as
conservationists every year. Hunters and
fishermen are among the most likely to
call themselves conservationists. Voters
are against increased energy production
on public lands across party lines. Should
the Republican Party abandon or at least
ease up on their push for de-federalizing
and increasing energy production on
public lands? The numbers scream yes.

March for Science Demonstrators Rally for Policy Over Politics
By EMMA SARGENT
This past Saturday, cities across the
country organized a March for Science
in celebration of Earth Day. In Denver,
thousands of people came to Civic Center
Park to march, mingle, and show their
support for science-related public policy,
funding for scientific research, and
scientific governmental agencies. Today’s
political climate mandates the defense of
science-related policies addressing matters
from climate change to vaccinations.
Scientific evidence has been ignored
in favor of political agendas. In other
words, science has become politicized.
The march focused on changing the way
we think about and write public policy,
calling for recognition of the importance
of science. The official mission statement
of the march summarizes the participants’
beliefs: “Science benefits and impacts

every aspect of humanity including health
care, technology and the environment. The
public depends on peer-reviewed studies
to help shape policy for the betterment
of future generations. We welcome
individuals from all walks of life to join
those who embrace science, dedicate
their professions to research, and value
the processes that inform evidence-based
inquiry.”
Many of the marchers were frustrated
that “pro-science” has become a political
standpoint. Science is not supposed to
be biased nor should it have an agenda.
For this reason, march organizers
emphasized the non-political nature of
the march by remaining neutral in terms
of political alignment. Despite the official
neutrality, many marchers blamed the
current political administration for its

anti-scientific attitude. For instance, one
popular chant during the march was, “Hey
hey, ho ho, alternative facts have got to
go.” Signs read, “Atoms are like Trump:
they make up everything.” It was the rise of
“alternative facts,” coupled with the Trump
administration’s threats to cut funding for
scientific research and regulatory agencies,
that led thousands of people to march
in defense of science. Despite the grave
nature of the event, many of the posters
were humorous; lots of them included
science puns, including, “‘Resist!’ —Most
bacteria, TBH,” and, “More mitosis, less
division.”
Following the march, people wandered
through booths signing petitions to push for
more renewable energy, increase Denver’s
commitment to recycling and composting,
to conserve public lands, and to protest the

proposed dissolution of the EPA, among
other propositions. The primary focus of
the march was to raise support for policies
combating climate change. The message
for marchers was clear: if you care about
science-based public policy, funding for
scientific research, and healthy scientific
agencies, you must be politically active—
at both the local and national level. To
CC students who did not make it to the
march, don’t fret. You can still show your
commitment to science-based policies by
signing petitions, attending city council
meetings, voting, and attending the Climate
March next Saturday. If science has become
a political issue, those who support science
must also become political. As one sign
stated, “The oceans are rising, and so must
we.”
Below: People at the March for Science at Denver's
Civic Center Park on April 22 hold up signs showing their support for science-related public policy.
Photos Courtesy of Emma Sargent
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Spotlight on Senior Outdoor Education Leaders: Mollie Podmore
By SOPHIA SKELLY
Whether it is the kaleidoscope-like
canyon walls, with layers of red, orange,
and brown, or the sliver of starry sky that
emerges when the sun goes down, there
is something magical about Colorado’s
rivers. Senior Mollie Podmore is no
stranger to these waters; they hold a special
place in her heart. As a Colorado native,
Podmore grew up in Glenwood Springs,
where she spent her youth rafting and
kayaking with her family. Early exposure
to rivers and boating fostered a
deep dedication for preserving
waterways in Colorado. “Having
had powerful experiences on
rivers makes me more passionate
about
water
conservation,”
Podmore explained.
Colorado College attempts to
foster environmental stewardship
in a similar way through various
outdoor education programs.
The Ahlberg Gear House,
where Podmore works, offers
students the opportunity to rent
inexpensive gear and minimize
the equipment purchased in
the great consumer vortex. Gear
House employees like Podmore
gain an understanding of how
the equipment works and are
thus able to fix broken gear to
keep it in circulation.
In the past three years of
working at the Gear House,
Podmore has developed a
passion for teaching others.
According to Podmore, working
with all the expensive gear
“has the potential to become
materialistic.” Therefore, she
loves showing people how to
“wax skis, fix stoves, and set up a
tent,” because she is able to teach
students to take care of and value
their gear. She reflects fondly
upon her time at the Gear House,
but also wishes that more of the

student body knew it existed; everyone on
campus should know about the resources
available in regards to outdoor recreation.
By making gear more accessible to the
CC population, more students will have
the capability to go on backcountry trips.
This is important to Podmore because not
only is she a backcountry leader for the
Outdoor Education Center, but she also
believes that positive relationships both
with nature and other people are forged in

outdoor settings.
“For a long time, I felt like it was
essential to create relationships in those
types of settings,” Podmore admitted, but
she has realized that camping and hiking
are not the only ways to bond with others.
She personally has benefitted from her
involvement with the outdoor education
community at CC by providing that space
for others and teaching them through her
work at the gear house, not just in the

backcountry.
Ironically, when I asked Podmore what
sustainability-related activities she has
done in her time at CC, she humbly
responded, “not as much as I would’ve
liked to.” However, through working at the
Ahlberg Gear House, leading NSO trips,
and living in the Synergy house, it is clear
that Podmore has dedicated a lot of her
time and energy at CC to to sustainability
and outdoor education.

Seniors Mollie Podmore and Kat Jacaruso paddling on "Ruby Horsethief," a section of the Colorado River. Photo Courtesy of Will Sardinsky

Outdoor Women’s Alliance Vies to Close Social
and Economic Disparities in Outdoor Culture
By CAROL NEWTON
For many prospective students, one of of people, but despite efforts to increase
the big draws for Colorado College is its availability, disparities still exist.
These disparities are not endemic to
student involvement in outdoor culture
and community; yet is this “outdoor Colorado College’s campus; they exist
culture” actually accessible to everyone? throughout society. A woman named Gina
While outdoor activities may appear to Bégin was interested specifically in this
be equally offered or equally accessible disparity between men’s and women’s
for all communities on campus, these participation in outdoor activities.
activities are still subject to societal Inspired by the gain in confidence she
felt
after
getting
oppressions that stem
involved in outdoor
from
stereotypes
activities,
she
surrounding
race,
[OE Staff members]
founded the Outdoor
gender,
sexuality,
Women’s
Alliance
have been working to
and socioeconomic
(OWA) in 2007 in
class. This issue is
change CC’s outlook
Salt Lake City, Utah,
seen
throughout
on outdoor education
to encourage other
Outdoor Recreation
and outdoor culture to
women to feel that
Committee
(ORC)
same empowerment
trips as well as
be more inclusive to a
through connection
in
everyday
life.
broader range of people,
to outdoor activities
Among my female
but despite efforts to inand other women.
peers for example, I
crease availability, disNow just over 10 years
encounter hesitation
old, this volunteerto
participate
in
parities still exist.
run nonprofit works
activities such as
to
connect,
and
climbing or hiking
foster confidence in,
because of a “lack
women
interested
of strength” when
compared with men’s abilities. More in outdoor activities such as skiing,
recently, the ORC and staff at the Outdoor snowboarding, kayaking, rock climbing,
Education Center have been working to and wilderness adventure races.
In 2014, the OWA began to form
change Colorado College’s outlook on
outdoor education and outdoor culture grassroots teams which would serve a
to be more inclusive for a broader range larger community by organizing outings

and
organizational
and events. Grassroots teams now internships
exist in the Front Range of Colorado, leadership roles at the individual level
Wasatch Front of Utah, Central to local grassroots teams and global
Oregon, British Columbia, Southern collaboration with professional athletes
California, New England—Maine, New at the community level. Throughout
Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, and their programs, their biggest goal is to
Connecticut, and the state of Washington. form a supportive network that helps
Major bases are located in Salt Lake City, women access the resources and gain the
British Columbia, Canada, and Boulder, motivation to achieve their full potential.
For women on the
Colo.
Additionally,
CC campus looking
they have created an
to
get
involved,
online program so that
explore the Outdoor
women
worldwide
Throughout their
Women’s
Alliance
can both empower
programs, [OWA's]
Facebook groups and
and be empowered by
stay posted on new
each other.
biggest goal is to form
movements coming
In the Front Range,
a supportive network
to Colorado Springs.
the
team
leaders
that helps women acAnd whether you
are Annie Lawson,
cess the resources and
are looking to get
Kayleen
Castelli,
involved or not,
and Jenny Verrochi.
gain the motivation
remember to take
Founder
of
the
to achieve their full
a few minutes to
Colorado Front Range
potential.
get outside and
team and manager of
explore with others.
the grassroots teams
No matter who you
in North America,
are, everyone has
Lawson has managed
the ability to foster
to make OWA known
in Denver and Boulder, but the Front more inclusivity and community through
Range team also wants to expand into outdoor bonding. More importantly,
Fort Collins and Colorado Springs so that as the OWA has demonstrated, this
a larger group of women can join together. bonding can foster empowerment and
OWA offers both individual and achievement.
community programs, ranging from
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Long Live Dance Workshop
By MAYLIN CARDOSOS FUENTES
After 30 years, Dance Workshop continues to bring a creative
and energetic spirit to the Colorado College community, this
time through the theme: “Dancing through the Rain before We
Had Words.” This semester’s Dance Workshop performance
opened on April 13 and went until April 15 in Kathryn
Mohrman Armstrong Theatre. The performance featured
dances spanning from bouncy, pop hits to deeply thoughtprovoking pieces, and everything in between.
The diversity of Dance Workshop is one of the beautiful
aspects of the bi-annual production; it never seems to fail
at exciting the audience. At one moment, the audience can
witness a group of girls parading to Earth, Wind, and Fire’s
“September,” then minutes later be provoked by a delicate ballet
piece to Gnash’s “I hate u I love u.” This variety of styles keeps
the Dance Workshop tradition fresh because the audience
never knows what kinds of dances will be incorporated in the
semester’s production.
The first act of the show began with a peppy tap-dance piece

to some major pop songs from past and present such as “Hey
Ya!” by Outkast and “Sugar” by Robin Schulz. As the evening
progressed, the dances became more complex with unique
lighting, intricate dance techniques, and choreography. For
instance, “Illuminate” was particularly compelling because it
relied on the juxtaposition of the dark center stage and the
momentary flickering of flashlights to effectively “light up”
the dancers and their ballet movements.
“In Black Until the Rain” also achieved a similar tone from
its reliance on the sounds of rain and background imagery.
The increasing complexity of the dances did not prevent
them from becoming any less fun, as seen in “Bubbles in My
Drink” and “Captured by Love,” both of which combined a
happily carefree feeling with lively choreographs and props.
The second act began in a much more sexually provocative
and hilarious manner with acts like the Magic-Mike-inspired
“Let’s Get Naked” and “There’s a Whale in my Pants!”
These were followed by “Latin Soul and Passion” which

incorporated popular Hispanic artists, like Daddy Yankee,
into a fun and authentic assortment of Latin dances. In this
act, one of the most captivating pieces was “Because It’s Us.”
The dance incorporated a deep commentary of what it is like
to live as a woman of color and proceeded to uplift this reality
through a collective dance that embraced kindness.
The last performance of the show featured a “Long Live Daft
Punk” medley which comically, yet appropriately, included a
never-ending amount of shiny spandex as a tribute to the duo’s
iconic helmets. Daft Punk’s beats were paired with awesome
acrobatics and other tricks that made the night to end with a
memorable bang. While this semester’s Dance Workshop
ended successfully, it was also bittersweet as the DW
management team had to say goodbye to Co-chair Paige
Harari, a graduating senior who has co-chaired the
event for three years now. Despite this downside, Dance
Workshop turned out great and was an experience that
should not have been missed.

A Guide to Shoegazing
By SAM IMHOFF
From dream-pop electronica to black metal, the subgenres
of shoegaze are broad in scope. The genre isn’t light or heavy.
Rather, it is defined by two characteristic sounds: First, the
guitars, keyboards, and synths are affected by layers of reverb,
distortion, and delay, creating waves of sound that wash over
you.
Second, where other genres adjust their sound to maximize
the relative volume and clarity of the vocals in their music,
shoegaze artists purposefully set the vocals to sit at the same
volume in the mix. Therefore, the lyrics are just barely audible,
and the vocals then contribute to the music’s wall of sound.
Many falsely believe that shoegaze received its name because
it induces the listener into a trance of nodding their head and
staring at their shoes to the dream-like sound. However, the
moniker was actually created by journalists; while attending
the shows of pioneer shoegaze groups in the 90s, they noticed
that the guitarists would manipulate effect pedals with their
feet throughout, so the musicians were called “shoegazers.”
LSD and the Search for God’s self-titled EP—a masterpiece
from front to back—is a great place to start listening to
shoegaze. Despite their name and the album’s cover of a finger
offering the camera a tab of acid, LSD and the Search for God
is accessible and gorgeous. The EP sounds like an acid-washed
combination of Mac DeMarco and The Smashing Pumpkins,
with beach-vibes, warm distortion, and high-energy tracks.
But where DeMarco and The Smashing Pumpkins often have a
punk or bluesy edge, LSD and the Search for God is warm and
smooth throughout, like an opiated dream.

Male and female vocals drift in and out between airy, phased
guitars, whispering softly in your ear. As the chorus picks
up with heartrending, overdriven guitar riffs, the two sing
impassioned lyrics about leaving each other; yet the gorgeous
music keeps them together even if they know they should
breakup. Heavier, but just as gorgeous, is Nothing’s album
Guilty of Everything. The 2014 record tells a story of broken
homes, addiction, and seedy, urban life in a blend of shoegaze
and post-metal. Oscillating between songs with hymnal-like
melody and captivating vocals, grungy punk drones, and postmetal breakdowns, the album’s through line is a haunting but
beautiful soundscape. The entire piece is a confession of guilt,
starting with “Hymn to the Pillory,” in which the lead singer
describes his two-year imprisonment for attempted murder.
As the album progresses, songs like “Endlessly,” develop the
history of domestic violence endured by the artists, and help
the listener understand that abuse is passed on.
The album, while consistently captivating, culminates in
the final track, “Guilty of Everything.” In this song, the refrain
echoes, “I’ve given up, but you shoot anyway. I’m guilty of
everything,” creating a moment of pure catharsis. Tackling
pain, sin, forgiveness, and broken relationships is difficult to
do without coming off mawkish, but the authenticity could not
ring more true in the music.
A seminal work which well deserves its canonizing would be
the shoegaze masterpiece, "Souvlaki" by Slowdive. "Souvlaki"
is a breakup album, likely based on the lead singer and a
band member leaving each other. With echoing spaces,

reverb-washed vocals and guitars, and phased left-and-right
panning, the album evokes a feeling of isolation and floating
detachment. The first track, “Allison,” begins with “Listen
close and don’t be stoned. I’ll be here in the morning cause
I’m just floating.” Lyrics like these throughout the album link
the floating isolation with the drug abuse of the couple as they
spiral into psychosis.
The emotions are confused and enjambed, often both
romantic and mourning, as though the drug-addicted path
they are on has already been decided for them. But in the
spiral, there is a disturbingly mesmerizing aspect to their
destructive relationship that the listener can feel through
the female and male vocals in dialogue, as well as in the
enchanting, dreamy music. Eventually one of two lovers—it’s
not clear which—becomes institutionalized in their isolated
insanity. The other, in “When the Sun Hits,” desperately
calls, “It matters where you are.” The line is heartbreaking in
how it seems a necessary reassurance to someone who feels
completely lost. The subdued, sleepy music intimates that
this devotion is a resignation from life.
Where a lot of music is either superficial or rehashing the
same cloying love song, shoegaze clutches the listener with
genuine, heart-rending emotion, inspiring them to think about
life in the same way summiting a fourteener would. Personally,
the experience of listening to Souvlaki helps me to understand
times of confusion, drifting, and broken love. While we love
simple, fun music, every once in a while, it can be necessary to
confront emotions in the echoes of shoegaze.
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The Slamm Cyber Café:
Remembering Community and
Redefining "Hipster"
By BECCA STINE
Last Monday the Slamm Cyber Café
opened at 705 N Nevada Ave., just a few
minute walk from campus. Unlike the
"hipster" coffee shops often found in
the Springs with metal decor, the fake
fresh scent of the wooden tables, plastic
greenery, and mellow music playing in
the background, Slamm Cyber Café has a
unique vibe.
Mathew and Leandra Gilbertson, a young
couple from Colorado, set out to open a
workspace for people in the community
different from the typical coffee shop. They
met in Denver around seven years ago
while Mr. Gilbertson was working at Xcel,
and Mrs. Gilbertson was attending school
and working at Starbucks. Mrs. Gilbertson
studied business, and as part of a school
initiative, brought up the idea of opening a
coffee shop to Mr. Gilbertson one day.
Mr. Gilberston ran a computer repair
business on the side while working for
Xcel. His interests lie in the computer
component of the café while Mrs.
Gilbertson is the coffee connoisseur. When
he was let go from Xcel, Mr. Gilbertson
said, "We decided to finally go and follow
our dreams."
The café is painted in shades of deep
red, brown, and black. Computers line
the side windows, and there is a comfy
corner complete with couches, a TV and
an XBOX, and a small aquarium housing
a tortoise named Mister. The space has an
intentional work feel. When they painted
the place, the Gilbertsons asked, "What
would look modern and nice?" in hopes
of cultivating an environment "literally the
opposite of the hipster coffee shop," said
Mr. Gilbertson. "If I had gone hipster, there
is one, two, three, four coffee shops around
that all have that same hipster vibe, and I
don’t want to be like everybody else."
Not only do they attempt to stand apart
from the now typical "hipster" coffee shop
setting, they also have core goals regarding
the engagement of the surrounding

community. Mr. Gilbertson graduated
from the community preparatory high
school nearby: a school he describes as a
last resort option for many. He talked about
setting up the café to be a safe environment
for the students to provide them a place
to come and get away from their "harsh
lifestyles." "While I was in there I realized,
‘these kids, no one really cares about
them,’" Mr. Gilbertson said. Since the
recent opening of the café, both Mr. and
Mrs. Gilbertson have had multiple students
come make use of the resources available.
They neither charge for nor limit the use of
the computers to guests.
Although the café does not advertise
repair services, customers will come in
to use the available computers while Mr.
Gilbertson helps fix their broken ones. As
a young couple starting a new business,
they have placed focus on helping local
community members in need. "If I lose
money over giving away coffee, or helping
people out, or buying new computers to
help people out, I'm okay with that, as
long as it’s helping my community," Mr.
Gilbertson said.
They describe their customer base as a
combination of business people from the
area, the kids from the community prep
high school, night-owl college students,
and early-bird older folks. Slamm Cyber
Café is open from 4 a.m. to 12 a.m. every
day of the week to allow "more of an
opportunity to help everyone that needs it,"
Mrs. Gilbertson said. She and her husband
talked about how Colorado Springs lacks
locations for people to go late at night,
and that staying open later allows people
"a place to go and sit, if you need it, in the
middle of the night."
Not only do Mr. and Mrs. Gilbertson
consider potential customers in the
community, but they also strive to support
other local business through their café. All
of the art displayed on the walls of Slamm
Cyber Café is on sale and was made by local

Photo by Becca Stine

artists.
The coffee is sourced from High Rise
Coffee Roasters—one of the few roasters
in Colorado that is certified organic and
fair trade—and they hope to begin serving
candies and pastries prepared by a local
couple. They have an extensive selection
of coffee and smoothie flavors, so extensive
that they're "thinking about getting a
separate board for all the flavors," and have
received high praise for their smoothie
selection.
The positive customer feedback and
community engagement at the Slamm

Cyber Café demonstrates enormous
success considering how recently it
opened. "The biggest thing for us is to help
our community out," Mrs. Gilbertson said.
"It's not only helping us, its helping all of
us, we're all a team."
"I never really dreamed of making this a
huge corporation," Mr. Gilbertson added.
"I think that’s what separates us from other
businesses."
Although they plan on staying small, the
Slamm Cyber Café has the potential for big
improvements in our local Colorado
Springs community.

• TRVE Brewing Company •
By BRANDON MARCUS, JULIAN DAHL & CHRISTOPHER BIRTCH

TRVE Brewing Company
Founded in summer 2011, TRVE is a Denver based brewery with the slogan “Beer. Heavy Metal. Denver.” While
we sampled bottles acquired at Coaltrain Wine and Spirits, the goal of TRVE brewery is to supply a cool place to
drink good beer. Their inspiration comes from the sounds
and sites of life, channeling chaos into their beers. They
refer to themselves as “style blasphemers” and “category
agnostics.” They embrace counter culture with beers and
don’t take anything too seriously. Definitely check this
place out on your next trip to Denver.

This Week’s Picks:
The Ancient BoleFoeder Fermented Saison Ale Dry Hopped
with El Dorado

Foeder refers to a different style of fermentation. Quickly
gaining in popularity, this method employs a wooden
rather than stainless steel fermentation system. Very
similar to a large wooden vat for fermenting wine, this
style has become the new rage for aging large amounts of
sours. Also, foeders have a greater capacity than normal
barrels, allowing for a more consistent brew. This beer is
5.3% alcohol by volume and has a hazy yellow straw color
due to yeast in the bottle. This is called bottle conditioning, where the yeast in the bottle provides carbonations
to the beer instead of artificial carbonation. The aroma
a strong lemon citrus smells accompanied by the stereotypical tartness of a sour. The beer has little to no head
and extremely light carbonation. It tastes of lemonade
and has a mellow sour flavor with no puckering and a
quick finish. It is quite refreshing, and due to the mellowness of the sour flavors, it makes for a good introduction
beer for somebody who wants to try sours. The smell is
misleading as the flavor is not quite as in your face as the
aroma hinted.

Fight Fire with FireA Mixed Culture Adjunct Ale

Photo by Phillip Engh

Adjunct ales are a relatively straightforward and common
style of beer. Adjunct refers to a non-malt source of the
fermented sugars such as honey, syrup, and fruits. Al-

though adjunct is a break with the historical brewing that
started in Germany, it has become common in today’s
craft beer scene. Thus we could consider this to be an
American Wild Ale coming in at 4.3% alcohol by volume,
with similar aromas to the Bole but less distinctly sour
and a bit more wheaty. The scent has undertones similar
to a dry white wine. The beer has a mouth-coating, watery feel to the body, but it is also slightly puckering due
to the acidity. Still a very light head, this beer contains
more carbonation with the flavor emitting less intense
citrus. It is pretty straightforward in the flavor profile and
features a less hazy—but not clear—straw yellow color.
More fruitiness in the flavor and a slight bitter lingering,
this beer is slightly different but too similar to the first
beer in our opinion.

DhumavatiA Mixed Culture Smoked Ale

"Smoked ale" refers to how the grain is dried on an open
fire, creating a distinctly smoky flavor and aroma. This
beer comes in at 5.3% alcohol by volume. The color is
the same hazy straw yellow due to the bottle conditioning. The aromas are initially very smoky with a farmhouse
saison sour undertone and a little banana and clove as
well.
There is a mild head but heavy carbonation. The flavors
followed suit to the aroma with the smoky flavor being
initially dominant, followed by a lemon tartness and a
long smoky finish. Although the body is light, the smoke
flavor dominates with a puckering mouthfeel and lingers
quite long on the palate. A very interesting and different beer, this one caught us off guard a little. Overall, the
beers are good and consistent, yet we were unimpressed
with the similarities since we expected three very unique
beers.

Where to Drink:

Although we did not visit the taproom, one surely should
on their next trip to Denver. The brewery is located at 227
Broadway #101, Denver, Colo.
If looking to sample in the Springs, bottles are available at
Coaltrain Wine and Spirits west of campus on Uintah or
on tap at the Brewer’s Republic downtown.
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CC Students Protest to Protect Science
By ZASCHA FOX
Last Saturday, people all over the country
hit the streets for a nationwide March
for Science, protesting budget cuts for
government-funded science programs and
other nationally relevant scientific issues.
The march was widely attended by scientists
and non-scientists alike, including a range of
genders, ages, ethnicities, and professions.
Senior Soeren Walls and sophomore Sohair
Abdullah, both science majors at CC,
attended marches in Colorado Springs and
in Boston respectively.
Abdullah, an international student from
Islamabad, Pakistan, plans on triplemajoring in physics, computer science,
and applied mathematics, and will have
completed the physics major after this
block. His passion for science inspired him
to join the March for Science in Boston.
“I’m very involved in the sciences, really,”
said Abdullah. “I’ve spent 80 percent of my
time at CC in Barnes. I can lecture in any
undergrad Physics class by now, and I have
some independent research projects going
right now too.”
Abdullah described America’s dedication
to the sciences as part of the reason he has
traveled to the United States for college.
“America used to respect science a lot,
and there were some really great science
projects in which international talent could
participate in as well,” he said. “That’s
what makes America stand out; you attract

international talent, you have your own
talent, that’s what creates innovation.”
Abdullah wasn't the only protester
concerned about Trump’s immigration
reform affecting the science industry
in the United States. A large number of
participants had signs addressing the
necessity for liberal immigration policies in
order to keep our sciences diverse. “Science
is science, wherever I am, but the U.S. has
some really cool programs,” said Abdullah.
“The best thing about science in the U.S.A.
is that it’s very collaborative. A bunch of
people work together on the same thing
and it’s really beautiful. It’s so diverse.” After
CC, he hopes to pursue a career in the field,
possibly in academia. “I really want to be a
professor, you know,” he said. “A really good
kick-ass professor. There’s so many things to
discover, so much research out there.”
“There were some wildly talented people
outside protesting for science, to protect it,”
said Abdullah about the march itself. “They
were really passionate. I didn't imagine that
many people would come but there were a
lot of scientists and that reflects the fact that
people in America really do value science.
There were non-science people who were
there too who were protesting for science,
and that’s really good.”
He also noted that there seemed to be an
equal amount of men and women as well as
a diverse range of ethnicities, although the

vast majority of protesters in Boston were
college-aged or slightly older. At the march
in Colorado Springs, however, Walls noted
that there were “surprisingly few students…
Most of the young people I saw were children
whose parents were there marching.” The
Springs march, Walls said, “seemed to be
mostly, if not entirely, composed of people
who were anti-Trump. There were lots of
signs with anti-Trump messages, and some
of the speakers called Trump out explicitly,
for not putting enough funding behind
important government organizations like
the EPA and NASA.”
However, Walls did encounter a group of
Creationists who had come to the march
and were handing out material to protest
Evolution. “The people handing them out
were actually surprisingly friendly, but
a lot of people, including myself, were
immediately turned off by the Bible verses
and passages condemning homosexuality,”
said Walls.
Walls, a senior double major in computer
science and theater, cites science as a huge
influence for both his majors. “This probably
sounds counterintuitive, because art is
rarely a part of the national conversation
on science, but really the two go hand in
hand,” he said of combining his passions
for science and theater. Acting, he said,
“requires focus and precision, and at the
most fundamental level, both science and

acting are about the search for truth.”
Like other marchers, Walls was also able
to connect the event to a sphere broader
than just the sciences.
“I think the March for Science is just one
of the many ways that people around the
world are saying they’re fed up with the
way government and media are responding
to the issues that matter most,” said
Walls. “It reflects our frustration with the
willingness and ease with which our elected
officials blatantly ignore and reject clear,
scientific evidence and the voices of their
constituents, in favor of corporations that
line their pockets.”
“I don’t know about the impact on other
people, but it certainly did have an impact
on me,” Abdullah added. “Other people
are working on similar things and that’s
really cool—I like to know I’m not the only
one doing that.” When asked about his
experience with events like these, he said,
“I’ve never protested for science before, but
I want to do more in the future.”
Like the Women’s March earlier this year
and other similar demonstrations going on
around the country, the March for Science
is a shining example of the potential power
of peaceful protest.
“It’s a great example of how people can
express their opinions without violence, in a
civil and friendly manner,” said Walls. “Our
country needs more of that.”
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Is Nutrition a Right or a Privilege?
Why you should care about the Farm Bill
By NATALIE GUBBAY
The Farm Bill is a notoriously bland piece
of legislation, and Congress’ inability to
pass and reform it has come to symbolize
the political polarization of what should be
non-partisan issues. The last Farm Bill was
passed in 2014, which was a complex piece
of legislation that works to manage much of
American agriculture; the next should, be
negotiated in 2018 and take effect in 2019.
Opposition to the Farm Bill tends to be as
violent as the subject seems to be esoteric:
a Google search for “U.S. farm subsidy system” yields titles such as “Our Crazy Farm
Subsidies, Explained,” and “Taxpayers turn
U.S. Farmers into Fat Cats with Subsidies.”
It is tempting to look at the Farm Bill as
just another symptom of Congress’s inefficiency. That it took two years of brinkmanship to update a piece of legislation
geared toward an industry that comprises
only about one percent of America’s GDP
feels understandably ridiculous, especially
considering that it’s in the interest of both
Republicans and Democrats to ensure a
reliable food supply and America’s access
to it. Food is easily branded as a unifying
human concern that crosses boundaries—
of course we can all agree on eliminating
hunger and stabilizing food production;
and therefore the political weight of the
farm bill seems manufactured. In reality,
though, food is quintessentially, and inherently, political.
Take the food stamp program: many
don’t realize that 80 percent of the farm
bill’s budget goes to funding food stamps.
Central to the impasse that gave way to the
2014 bill was a debate between Republicans and Democrats over how much money should be allocated to that program: an
arm of the much broader debate on social
spending. But add the impact of current
agricultural policies on one’s ability to pur-

chase food and the complexities begin to
compound.
You walk into a grocery store—what is
most affordable? The answer is generally
foods that are commodity-based—high

heart disease, and type 2 diabetes, yet
those same products receive the vast majority of U.S. agricultural subsidies. This
raises the question, is nutrition a right or a
privilege? Those who are food insecure are
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fructose corn syrup, a cheap hamburger;
foods made with corn, wheat, soy, rice,
sorghum, dairy, and livestock. Recent research has linked increased intake of these
foods to higher rates of obesity, coronary

limited to these unhealthier foods, whereas those with more capital have access to
more options.
To support the farm subsidy system and
to support government subsidization of

farmers and farmworkers are two very different things. Even the purpose of the subsidy system as it exists today remains painfully unclear. As such, it draws criticism
from both the left and the right even as neither side can figure out exactly what they
want to do with it. Is an agricultural subsidy liberal or conservative? Having originated with the New Deal, it would seem
to be liberal, yet today subsidies are criticized by the left for their social impacts.
Ironically, the very farmers whom subsidies sought to help are the ones now hurt
by them. These subsidies encourage farmers to plant monoculture crops in order to
make the most income possible, which is
a risky agricultural practice. Subsidization
is a strong government intervention in the
private sphere, yet conservatives tend to
be backed by corporations both big and
small and must balance the priorities of
both segments of the sector. The vested
interests of agricultural giants make the
current subsidy system hard to change,
while rural poverty remains marginalized
in public policy, only to erupt in the rise of
populism. It’s not hard to see that there are
no easy answers.
The fate of small and medium-sized
farms, of local agriculture, of fruit and vegetable production have implications for us
all. And while subsidy reform looks to be a
win-win, to totally restructure a piece of
legislation that has been permanent since
1949 is scary and unpredictable, especially
in the short term. If anything, the Farm Bill
is emblematic of the troubles endemic to
politics and not just those associated with
today’s party polarization. If food is a right,
then the Farm Bill is what can define it as
such, through reform of subsidy programs
and an honest attempt at working across
the aisle.

Why We All Need to Visit the South
By WAYAN BUSCHMAN
He stands at the southern edge of the
square in downtown Oxford, Miss. Below
the stone figure of the soldier, these words
are engraved: “In memory of the patriotism
of the Confederate soldiers of Lafayette
County, Mississippi. They gave their lives
in a just and holy cause. Erected 1907.”
I viewed this statue from the perspective of a “Yankee,” a student in an English
class on a field trip to Mississippi to study
Faulkner. Not one student in the class was
from the South. It was not the Confederate monument itself that gave me pause
so much as did the words “just and holy.”
As a Northerner, it is difficult for me to associate the Civil War-era Confederacy with
these descriptors. By the end of this trip, I
realized my visit to the South was worth it,
just to see how the South could construe
the cause as “just and holy.” And I don’t
think I’m the only one who would benefit
from exposure to this particular region.
In The Catalyst’s recent article on my
class’s field trip, it was written that “many
of the students in the class have argued
that the trip to Mississippi is one that a lot
of CC students should, and even need, to
take.” That which CC students “need” from
this experience is an examination of our
own prejudices. The dominant prejudice of
my well-educated, collegiate demographic

is that we are intolerant of intolerance. We
are steadfast in our belief that we should at
least try to find within ourselves some level
of sympathy and understanding for those
of different backgrounds. So when we notice in others either an inability to do so
or, in extreme cases, a predilection toward
hateful speech and actions, we somehow
forget our doctrine of tolerance, and we
struggle not to act with hate ourselves.
Coincidentally, while we were in Mississippi, The New York Times published an
article entitled “What Mississippi Taught
Bobby Kennedy About Poverty.” Born and
raised in the North, even Senator Robert
Kennedy’s studies at the University of Virginia could not have prepared him for what
he saw he saw in the Deep South. 50 years
ago he visited to observe the progress of
War on Poverty programs. He found himself shocked at the wrenching sight of a
one-year-old boy seeking crumbs of cornbread to eat off his kitchen floor. Larry Tye,
in his book “Bobby Kennedy: The Making
of a Liberal Icon,” recreates a dialogue
from Kennedy’s visit to Mississippi: “‘What
did you have for breakfast?’ Bobby asked
a young boy. ‘Molasses.’ he said. ‘For supper?’ ‘Molasses.’ ‘For lunch?’ ‘Don’t have
no lunch.’”
Both Tye and The New York Times pres-

ent Kennedy’s visit as one which catapulted
several precursors for programs of today,
including Delta Health Alliance and the
Sunflower County Freedom Project among
others. But, even so, these programs are
not enough. The truth about certain areas
of the Deep South is that there is, as Ellen
B. Meacham of The New York Times writes,
“a hard knot of problems: food deserts,
failing schools, poor infrastructure, unhealthy populations, shrinking economies,
the long shadow of segregation and discrimination.” During his visit, Bobby Kennedy saw not a community of backwards
people, but a community that had been
victimized by its circumstances. He saw a
community that still suffered socially and
economically decades after the loss of the
war that alienated it from the rest of the
country. We have all heard the stereotypes
about the South; the people from this region have been declared a backwards, racist, insular breed of people. In fact, I know
that I myself have joked at the expense of
Southerners. Now I see some of the falsehoods in these stereotypes.
Our vans meandered through Clarksdale,
Miss. as we made our way to the Blues Museum, a pocket of vitality in an otherwise
deserted town. Dusty mannequins peered
from storefronts. Gas stations advertised

cheap beer and soda. The sidewalks were
empty, dusty, and hot. There were too
many windows on buildings that were too
tall for this vacant town, and I imagined
the mass exodus of men and women who
might have once lived in this agrarian town
before losing their jobs to the machines
that emulated their labor—just more
cheaply and efficiently.
36.5 percent of the population of Clarksdale’s Coahoma County is under the poverty line. It is one thing to read statistics
about the South, but it’s another thing to
see it. We can turn our noses up at the inscription that proudly states that the Confederate soldiers fought and died for a “just
and holy” cause. Or we can realize that, in
proclaiming that their cause was neither
“just” nor “holy,” we do more than desecrate the names of the dead soldiers. To
say that the South fought a war with such
disastrous fallout for no good cause or reason is to place blame onto a region for the
disadvantageous state in which they find
themselves today. Nevertheless, this complex, entrenched system of problems that
the South faces cannot be attributed to ignorance and intolerance alone.
So, let us then be tolerant of the South as
we have tried to be tolerant for every other
marginalized group of people.
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Eighth Block Shouldn’t Be Easy
By CAROLINE WILLIAMS
As I walk through Armstrong Hall, the
Registrar’s Office is flooded with students
attempting to figure out their class for
Block 8. Perhaps, the overflowing office
is a result of multiple waitlisted students
not getting into their class. However, as it
is Block 8, it may be that students are attempting to switch into an “easier” class.
Whether easier refers to fewer hours spent
in class, or a professor who is known to
give minimal amounts of work, it seems
incredibly nonsensical for a student to
enroll in an easy block, as it seems to be
equivalent to a “blow-off ” block. Considering tuition price and missed learning
opportunities, along with a simple waste
of three and a half weeks, I feel inclined to
argue for students to avoid seeking out an
“easy” Block 8, or any easy block for that
matter.
Tuition at Colorado College is over
$60,000 each year. That divides into
over $7,000 per block. It seems that over
$7,000 for “a fun time” with friends is
rather overpriced, as many students want
to enjoy themselves and hang out with

their friends during Block 8. While these
friends may be very special, it is entirely
possible to enjoy friends while taking a
difficult class. Additionally, a decent portion of tuition money is spent on professors and their teaching.
It is also important to note that an
“easy” class for one person may be difficult for others. Even if one student is enrolled in a class in order to have an easy
block, another student may really need
aid in that subject. It becomes nonsensical then when a student enrolls in a class
they have perhaps already tested out of or
a class that simply is not mentally stimulating for them. A class that fits these criteria could be considered a large waste of
money, along with time for the professor.
Also, while a student will most likely
consider the social scene along with extracurricular activities during their college search, the primary reason most
students enroll in a college is to receive
an education. Therefore, as they make
known that they would prefer an easy
Block 8, they neglect the original pur-

pose of attending school. It seems like a
wasted opportunity if one neglects their
primary reason for attending the institution in the first place. I am not attempting to argue that students are not supposed to have fun; rather, students need
to find a balance between work and free
time. With any block a student takes, they
must search and find a balance for themselves given the amount of work the block
provides. There is no doubt that certain
blocks have more work than others, but
that is not to say that a balance cannot be
found with any block. CC is a competitive
liberal arts school, and students who attend are very intelligent.
Lastly, time is finite. Three and a half
weeks may not seem long, but it is actually a decently large period of time to
languish in a class that does not nourish
the brain. I do not think any class at CC
is really an “easy” class, as every subject
is difficult for different types of learners.
Considering each student’s strengths, it
seems they may be wasting their time if
they can go into a class knowing it will be

“easy” for them as a learner.
While I understand the desire for a fun
Block 8, I think that can be accomplished
through continuing to take a mentally
stimulating class that requires thought
and effort. As the word “easy” comes into
play, I cannot help but wonder why a student would neglect the amount of money going towards each block, the missed
learning opportunities, coupled with the
waste of three and half weeks. While I am
only a first-year, I realize that Block 8 is
the last period of time students have to
see their college friends for a while, along
with the actual campus, until the end of
summer, but I’m not sure that is a good
enough reason. For seniors, it is a more
permanent farewell, so it does make sense
why a senior may consider switching into
a class that might require less hours of
grueling work. Yet, there is a better way
of approaching such a problem. Perhaps
save Block 8 as a time for a class that will
continue to mentally stimulate the brain
while one does not dread attending it
each morning.

The State of the College’s Carbon—Literally
By MAX KRONSTADT
At the end of Block 7, I sat down with Ian
Johnson, the Colorado College Director
of Sustainability to ask him about the college’s goals for carbon neutrality and the
potential use of carbon offsets to get there.
I learned that CC’s road to carbon neutrality thus far has been anything but smooth,
and that it would be nearly impossible to
get to carbon neutrality without the use of
offsets. I also learned that renewable energy
certificates—intangible credits which correlate to renewable energy fed into power
grids—cause more legitimate emissions reductions if they are bought close to home,
even though we could technically manage
buying them elsewhere. Finally, I learned
that there is potential for carbon offsets in
the city of Colorado Springs which, though
logistically and legally difficult to implement, could benefit CC, the city, and the
environment in cost-effective ways.
CC’s goal is to be
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carbon neutral by 2020, according to public statements and the college’s “Strategic
Plan.” Thus far, we have reduced our emissions by 19 percent since 2008. “The trajectory we’re on right now is not the downward
slope we need in order to hit that date, so
there was some consideration around
changing that date,” Johnson said. “I think
that sends the wrong message. These are
stretch goals, and we’re really trying to lead
the pack. Sometimes we miss our mark, and
I think that’s ok... If we miss it and make it
by 2022 or 2025, that’s probably a win… I
think the idea of setting these lofty goals,
and sometimes failing, that’s part of the
process, right?”
To get to carbon neutrality, CC is going to
have to use carbon offsets and renewable
energy certificates, Johnson told me, especially as we pursue a broad definition of
what it means to be ‘carbon neutral.’ There
are three scopes of institutional greenhouse
gas emissions: Scope 1 applies to any emissions
that we produce
on
campus.

Scope 2
focuses on the
emissions generated by
power that CC buys from the
electrical grid, which is a pressing
issue because much of that power comes
from the Martin Drake coal-fired power
plant downtown. Scope 3 applies to any
emissions associated with the school, such
as professors commuting to and from work
or airline travel for business. Traditional

carbon offsets apply to Scopes 1 and 3;
RECs apply to Scope 2.
Johnson believes that to truly offset our
Scope 2 emissions, we should be buying
RECs locally. “If we were to buy U.S. based
green power that doesn’t necessarily offset
everything, it’s legally allowed,” Johnson
said. “But morally, are we having the right
effect that we should have?” He went on to
explain that this is the case because different regions of the country produce energy
with different carbon intensities; because
Colorado and Wyoming have a lot of coal,
CC is located in one of the most carbon
intense electrical grids in the country. CC
purchases RECs by the unit of energy, such
as megawatt hours. If CC buys a certain
number of megawatt hours in California to
offset the megawatt hours used in Colorado, we won’t actually be offsetting all of our
emissions because a megawatt hour of electricity produced in Colorado emits many
more greenhouse gases than a megawatt
hour of electricity produced in California.
Legally, we could claim carbon neutrality
even if RECs are purchased from
California, but it would be a cop
out.

The
problem for
the school is that
RECs nearby are much more
expensive than almost anywhere else
in the U.S. “We go from $0.49 per REC per
megawatt hour overall in the U.S. to $6 for
our region,” Johnson explained. “So we want
to be as local as possible but it’s 10 times
the cost.” However, if the school wants to
reach true carbon neutrality, it should only
buy RECs in the Colorado region.
For Scopes 1 and 3, we will need to use
more traditional offsets. The college is
looking primarily at landfill gas destruction for these. Landfills produce methane
gas, which has 25 times the earth warming

power of carbon dioxide. We can pay companies to install flares that convert methane
to carbon dioxide before it’s released, and
then count those emissions reductions as
an offset.
There is potential for innovative offsets that link CC and the city of Colorado
Springs directly, saving both organizations
money and helping to reduce emissions. I
talked to political science professor Corina
McKendry, who told me about her idea for
local offsets. She explained that the city is
interested in installing LED street lights,
but they don’t have the capital to do it, even
though it would save them money in the
long run. She proposed that CC subsidize,
then receive a portion of the city’s savings
to get a return on the investment. This way
CC gets credit for the emissions reduction
without losing money, and the city saves
money on electricity without any upfront
costs. McKendry added that she does not
“know all of the legal ramifications, which
could be difficult,” but she still believes it is
an idea worth pursuing.
Johnson tried a similar type of project a
few years ago through rooftop solar panels
on local public schools. The Board of Trustees was not comfortable with such a nontraditional type of investment, so they did
not approve funding for the project. However, regarding LED lights Johnson said
he thought CC could use money from the
Campus Sustainability Council or the Investment Club— because they are smaller
scale—circumventing the board. This type
of project could “demonstrate that these
things are working and then [we could]
build up from there,” said Johnson.
It is easy to be cynical and claim that the
college is not truly committed to sustainability as we anticipate falling short of carbon neutrality by 2020. But the reality is that
carbon neutrality is a massive project that
was bound to hit roadblocks, especially given our location. While we should absolutely hold our administration to their commitments and ensure that they are truly doing
everything they can to reach our goals, we
should also realize that there are incredible
opportunities for student innovation and
leadership to make our lofty goals a reality—and that this is where our primary focus
should be.

CC Happenings
Saturday, April 29
Kicks for CASA
6 a.m.- 6 p.m.

Friday, April 28
No Silencio SOCC Event
10 p.m.-1 a.m. Gaylord Hall
Chamber Chorus Concert
7:30 p.m.- 9 p.m. Packard
Performance Hall
Just Speak, Just Listen, Just
Move
7:30 p.m.- 9 p.m. Richard F.
Celeste Theatre
FAC Student Art Installation
Reception
4:30 p.m.- 6:30 p.m. FAC Smith
Family Gallery
4 MINUTES 12 SECONDS Play
Reading
5:30 p.m. Corenerstone, Third
Floor

Sakura Festival
11 a.m.- 3 p.m. Bemis Great Hall
Fiji Fundraiser
12 p.m.- 11 p.m. Worner Quad
Super Smash Brothers
Tournament
3 p.m - 10 p.m. Loomis Lounge

Sunday, April 30
Healing Images in Music,
Myths, and Miracles
3 p.m.- 5 p.m. Packard
Performance Hall

Monday, May 1
Pornography Panel
Discussion
7 p.m.- 9 p.m. JLK McHugh
Commons

Force/Resistance: From
Colorado Springs to Standing
Rock
6:30 p.m.- 8:30 p.m.
Cornerstone Screening Room

Liberty, Variety, Property: On
the Grammar of Nature and
the Modern Social Order
3:30 p.m.- 5 p.m. Cornerstone
Screening Room

Tuesday, May 2

Music from Nature
7:30 p.m.- 9 p.m. Packard
Performance Hall

Honors Concert
7:30 p.m.- 9 p.m. Packard
Performance Hall

“Tickling Giants” Film
Screening
7:30 p.m.- 10:30 p.m. Richard
F. Celeste Theatre

Wednesday, May 3
Mental Health Storytelling
8 p.m. Sacred Grounds
Range Wars: The
Environmental Contest for
White Sands Missile Range,
New Mexico 1945-Present
12 p.m.- 2 p.m. Gaylord Hall

Thursday, May 4
Bluegrass Ensemble Concert
7:30 p.m.- 9 p.m. Packard
Performance Hall
Relations the Play
7 p.m. Taylor Theatre
Visitng Writer Series: Jenny
Boully
7 p.m.- 9 p.m. Gaylord Hall
Carey Lecture: Sir Angus
Deaton
6 p.m.- 8 p.m. Richard F. Celeste
Theatre

